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Abstract
A QUERY MODEL AND AN OBJECT ALGEBRA FOR 
OBJECT-ORIENTED DATABASES
Reda ALHAJJ
Ph. D. in C oinputcr Engineering and Inform ation Science 
Supervisor: M.Erol ARKUN, Pli. D.
February 1993
A query model is an important eomponent of any database system. In this sense, 
the relational model has a well defined underlying query model. On the other hand, 
a well defined query model for object-oriented databases has not been accepted yet. 
This is one of the common complaints against object-oriented databases. So defining 
a formal object algebra is one of the most challenging steps in developing a theory for 
object-oriented databases. In object-oriented data models, although messages serve to 
manipulate the database, a query model is still required to effectively deal with more 
complex situations and to facilitate associative access. In this thesis, a query model 
for object-oriented databases is described, where both the structure and the behavior of 
objects are handled. Not only the manipulation of existing objects, but also the creation 
of new objects and the introduction of new relationships are supported in the model. 
Equivalents to the five basic operations of the relational model as ivell as other additional 
operations such as one level project, nest and aggregate function application are defined. 
Hence, the proposed object algebra subsumes the relational algebra. Linear recursion 
is also supported without requiring any additional operator to serve the purpose. Both 
the operands as well as the results of these operations are characterized as having a 
pair of sets -a set of objects and a set of message expressions (sequences of messages) 
applicable to them. The closure property is shown to be preserved in a natural way 
by the results of operations possessing the same characteristics as the operands in a
query. It is shown that every class possesses the properties of an operand by definijig 
a set of objects and deriving a set of message expressions for it. Furthermore, it is 
shown that the output of a query has the characteristics of a class. Thus, it is also 
shown how the super/subclass relationships of the result of a query with its operands 
can be established and how the result can be placed persistently in the lattice (schema) 
as a class. Such a class is naturally and properly placed in the lattice by maximizing 
reusability due to inheritance. Also equivalent object algebra expressions are presented 
and the associativity of the cross-product operation which is an important property in 
query optimization is proved. Lastly, as it was recognized that schema evolution is an 
important requirement to be satisfied by object-oriented databases, hence the handling 
of schema evolution functions through the proposed object algebra operations is also 
developed as another contribution of the thesis.
K eyw ords: dcit^hase system, object-oriented data model, object-oriented
database management system, object-oriented query model, object- 
oriented query language, object algebra, reusability, recursive 
queries, transitive closure, query optimization, schema evolution, 
schema modification.
özet
NESNESEL VERİ TABANLARI İÇİN 
SORGULAMA MODELİ VE NESNESEL CEBİR
Reda ALHAJJ
Bilgisayar ve Enform atik Mühendisliği D oktora 
Tez Yöneticisi: Prof. Dr. M.Erol ARKUN 
Şubat 1993
Sorgulama modeli, herhangi bir veri tabanının en önemb kısmıdır. Bu lıağlamda, 
ilişkisel model, çok iyi tanımlanmış bir sorgulama modeUne sahiptir. Buna karşılık 
nesnesel veri tabanları için iyi tanımlanmış bir sorgulama modeli henüz kabul 
edilmemiştir. Bu, nesnesel veri tabanlarına karşı getirilen en önemli eleştiridir. 
Böylece, formal bir nesnesel cebir tanımlanması, genel nesnesel veri tabanı teorisinin 
geliştirilmesinde en önemb basamaklardan biridir. Nesnesel veri tabanlarında, mesajlar 
veri tabanını kullanmaya olanak tanımalarına rağmen, hala karmaşık işlemlerin kolayca 
yapılabilmesi ve içerikle erişimin gerçekleştirilmesi için bir sorgulama modeline ihtiyaç 
vardır. Bu tez çalışmasında, nesnesel veri tabanları için nesnelerin davranışlarına '^k 
olarak, yapılarının da gözönüne abndığı bir sorgulama modeli tanımlanmaktadır. Bu 
modelde, sadece hali hazırdaki nesnelerin işlenmesi değil, aynı zamanda yeni nesne 
ve bağıntıların yaratılması desteklenmiştir, ilişkisel modelin beş temel işlemine eşdeğer 
işlemlerin yanı sıra, ek olarak tek düzey izdüşüm, yuvalama ve bütünleme fonksiyonları 
tanımlanmıştır. Böylece, önerilen nesnesel cebir, ilişkisel cebiri kapsamaktadır. Aynı 
zamanda, doğrusal özyineleme, hiç bir ek işlev gerektirmeksizin tanımlanmıştır. Ilem 
işleçler hem de buna ek olarak işlevlerin sonuçlan kümeler çifti -nesneler kümesi 
ve bunlara uygulanabilen mesaj terimleri kümesi (mesaj dizileri) olarak karakterize 
edibrler. Kapalı olma özelliğinin, işlemlerin sonuçlarının bir sorgudaki işleçler gibi 
aynı karakteristiğe sahip olması nedeni ile doğal olarak korunduğu gösterilmektedir.
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Her sınıfın, bir nesne kümesi tanımlaması ve bunun için bir mesaj terim kümesi 
türetilmesiyle, bir işlecin özelliklelerine sahip olduğu gösterilmektedir. Bununla birlikte, 
bir sorgunun çıktısının bir sınıfın niteliklerine sahip olduğu gösterilmektedir. Ayrıca, bir 
sorgu çıktısı ile icsIeçlerinin arasındaki alt/üst sınıf ilişkisinin nasıl oluştuğu ve sonucun 
şema yapısında kalıcı bir sınıf olarak nasıl yerleştirileceği gösterilmektedir. Böyle, 
bir sınıf, tekrar kullanılabilirliği kalıtım vasıtası ile maksimuma ulaştıracak şekilde 
doğal ve uygun olarak şemada saklanabilmektedir. Ayrıca nesnesel cebir işlevlerinin 
eşdeğerleri tanımlanarak sorgu optimizasyonunda önemli bir özellik olan Cartesian- 
Çarpım işleminin birleşme özelliğinin doğruluğu kanıtlanmaktadır. Son olarak, şema 
evriminin, nesnesel veri tabanlarınca sağlanması gereken bir özellik olduğu anımsanırsa. 
önerilen nesnesel cebir işlemleri vasıtası ile şema evriminin sağlanması tezin bir başka 
katkısı olarak geliştirilmiştir.
Anahtar
sözcükler: veri tabanı sistemi, nesnesel veri modeli, nesnesel veri tabanı 
yönetimi sistemi, nesnesel sorgu modeli, nesnesel sorgu dili, nesne 
cebiri, tekrar kullanılabilirlik, yuvalanmış sorgu, şema evrimi, şema 
uyarlaması.
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C hapter 1
Introduction
1.1 T he M otivation: A n O verview
Database systems in their conventional sense proved to be non-appropriate for 
and fell short in meeting the requirements coming mainly from engineering and 
information based applications including AI, CAD/CAM and OIS. Consequently, it 
was recognized that the relational model which could efficiently handle conventional 
business applications should undergo certain improvements to be adapted to the new 
< applications. In other words, although the relational data model is suitable to handle 
conventional business applications, the first normal form restriction led to extensions 
to satisfy new application areas. Early extensions relaxed the first normal form by 
allowing set-valued attributes. Still a more advanced extension is based on complex 
objects where sets and tuples are arbitrarily nested [2, 44, 46, 57, 81]. To satisfy 
object sharing within complex objects, object identity was introduced. A more 
advanced step towards satisfying recent application requirements was the development 
of object-oriented systems. Object-oriented systems evolved to satisfy the demand 
for a more appropriate representation and modeling of real world entities. Such a 
demand comes mainly from data intensive applications including CAD/CAM, OIS 
and AI. To satisfy the requirements of such applications, it was recognized that an 
integration of object-oriented concepts [54, 93] with the database technology [46] leads 
to more appropriate representation methods and many object-oriented data models 
have thus been developed [28, 36, 40, 48, 52, 56, 72]. But, still there is no agreement 
on standardization within the realm of object-orientation. Neither the boundaries
1
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for the query model have been set up nor an object-oriented query language has yet 
been formally defined. This is one of the common complaints against object-oriented 
databases [76, 79]. However, it is agreed that object-oriented databases are more 
powerful than conventional databases at the modeling phase. An object-oriented model 
is more powerful than the relational model at both the modeling and the manipulation 
phases. It is more powerful at the modeling phase due to the features of inheritance, 
encapsulation, identity and complex objects. It is more powerful at the manipulation 
phase due to messages that handle both stored and derived values which result in 
full computational power. We argue that this superiority should be maintained as 
far as the query model is concerned. This thesis is focused in this direction where 
the shortcomings of the proposed object-oriented query models have been identified in 
order to try to overcome them.
One basic object-oriented concept is that every entity of the real world be 
represented by an object that captures both the state and behavior of the entity. An 
object has an identity to distinguish it from other objects in the database. Objects 
that have the same behavior and state structure are grouped in a class. A class is 
allowed to reuse (inherit) state structure and behavior defined for other classes. 
The inheritance mechanism leads to a hierarchy or a lattice.
Comparing the relational model and an object-oriented model shows that the 
' latter is more powerful at the modeling stage, but yet does not support a standard 
formal query model. While the non-atomic domain concept is supported by the nested 
relational model [2, 44, 57, 81], we see inheritance, identity and encapsulation among 
the features that the relational model lacks. Identity provides for object sharing and 
object independence [58]. Inheritance provides for structure and behavior sharing. 
Encapsulation provides for abstraction. Furthermore, in the nested relational model, if 
a relation r has an attribute with domain relation 7q, then rq can not have any attribute 
with domain r, however, such domain restrictions have been relaxed in object-oriented 
models. As a result, an object-oriented query model should benefit from such features 
and hence should be at least as powerful as the relational query model.
Query algebras are of interest for two main reasons. First, they provide an abstract 
language in which to reason about the meanings and the expressiveness of queries coded 
in user query languages. Second, query algebras have great practical utility in query 
optimization- a user query once translated into an algebraic expression can in many
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cases be transformed throiigli algebraic identities into an equivalent expression which 
can be evaluated much more rapidly. Algebraic query optimization is an established 
technique in the implementation of relational databases [71] and should be adapted for 
object-oriented databases.
A general powerful characteristic of object-oriented query languages is that 
messages substitute most queries in conventional databases. For instance, the message 
nam e() when sent to an instance in the student clciss  ^ the name of the particular student 
is returned. While a single message is sufficient for such an operation in the object- 
oriented context, a selection and a projection are necessary to get the same result in the 
relational model. An additional join should precede when name is not an attril)ute of 
the student relation. Another example can be seen in sending the message courses() 
to a student and the message grade() to the result of the first message. Although it is 
handled due to the implicit join [61] present in object-oriented models, this corresponds 
to an explicit join in the relational model. The two messages courses() and grade() 
form a message expression. In general, a message expression is defined to be a sequence 
of messages m i...772,1, with n > l. However, message expressions do not thoroughly 
substitute the query language requirement. Rather it is widely accepted that a query 
language must be a part of any database system. In other words, while simple message 
expressions give superiority to object-oriented systems over the relational model, an'ad 
‘ hoc object-oriented query language is still needed for more complex situations and to 
support associative access. In other words, although the modeling power of an object- 
oriented database supports implicit joins [61] by allowing instances in a class to form 
the domain for an instance variable in another class, an explicit join is necessary in 
introducing new relationships into the model; otherwise the manipulative power of the 
model will be restricted. Allowing an explicit join raises the problem of maintaining the 
closure property. Therefore, it is necessary to have an object algebra that facilitates 
the introduction of new relationships while maintaining the closure property; otherwise 
the relational model will be more powerful. The requirement for deriving new objects 
in terms of existing others, and for the introduction of new relationships does exist; 
either for output purposes or for further processing as in knowledge-base systems where 
the knowledge is acquired by forming new relationships among existing facts.
Concerning the closure property, we say that the set of natural numbers N  is closed 
with respect to addition and multiplication but not with respect to subtraction or
division. That is, ^ x . y e N ,  (x + y ) e N  and (x x y ) e N,  but it is not guaranteed that 
the difference of any two elements of N  to be an element of N,  i.e., Vx, yGiV, x < y 
(x -  y) < 0, not an element of N.  When applying the same concept to the relational 
model, elements of the relational model are relations and the allowed operations are 
those of the relational algebra [16]. The relational model satisfies the closure property 
with respect to the relational algebra operations and the result of any operation is a 
relation. Concerning object-oriented models, for the closure property to be satisfied, it 
should be possible to use the result of a query operation allowed in any such model as 
an operand.
Our approach is to maintain the closure property without violating object-oriented 
properties. An object-oriented model should be more powerful than the relational 
model at both the modeling and the manipulation phases. It is more powerful at 
the modeling phase due to the features of inheritance, encapsulation, identity and 
complex objects. It is more powerful at the manipulation phase due to the handling 
of both stored and derived values which result in a full computational power without 
any need to have an embedded query language leading to impedance mismatch [27]. 
The impedance mismatch problem occurs when a set oriented query language and a 
programming language with different computational paradigms are used together.
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1.2 Scope and C ontributions
In this thesis, we describe a query model for object-oriented data models. Different 
parts of this thesis has already been published in various journals and conference 
proceedings [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 22, 20, 21]. Our object algebra is a superset of the 
relational algebra, but with different semantics and operands. Also, as the schema of 
an object-oriented data model may contain cycles (by having the domain of an instance 
variable being objects in a class) and due to the growing interest in recursive queries, we 
handle recursive queries as they are of great interest to the application areas of object- 
oriented databases, e.g., CAD/CAM and Software Engineering applications, which are 
modeled in terms of recursive definitions. Therefore, even if recursive queries are not 
special to object-oriented query languages only, query languages supporting advanced 
applications must include some form of recursion. Although only linear recursion is 
considered in our work, this includes an important set of recursive queries since it was
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recognized that recursive queries encountered in real cases are linear in nature. Linear 
recursive queries are the ones in which only one appearance of the recursive predicate 
is allowed on the right hand side of a Horn clause [4]. Furthermore, efficient processing 
strategies have been defined to handle linear recursion [25, 70].
The main idea in our work is that an operator should equally handle structure as 
well as behavior of objects. So, an operand in our object algebra, as well as the output of 
any of the operations, has a pair of sets; a set of objects and a set of message expressions. 
The set of objects includes all objects that qualify to be in a class and in all of its direct 
and indirect subclasses; hence the set of objects is in general heterogeneous. The set of 
message expressions includes message expressions applicable to objects in the other set 
of the pair. By using such pairs as operands and in the output, the closure property is 
maintained in a natural and consistent way. Furthermore, a message expression leads 
to the invocation of behavior and acts as a behavior constructor because it leads to the 
execution of methods'underlying the constituting messages in sequence as if they all 
form a single method invoked by the message expression.
The operators of our object algebra are the five basic operators of the relational 
algebra in addition to nest, one level project, aggregate function application and the 
support of recursion. The nest operator serves to establish additional relationships 
that are not a priori defined in the model. It is an explicit join that serves the place 
of a missing implicit join. It is equivalent to the cross-product operation under certain 
conditions. One level project outputs the result of the evaluation of a set of message 
expressions against objects of the operand. The aim of this operator is to reduce 
the depth of nesting. So we have two different projection operators, the relational 
like projection operator does not evaluate any message expression but just serves to 
eliminate some parts of the structure. A recursive query is coded by allowing an 
object variable bound to a resulting object in the evaluation of a query to also appear 
in a predicate in that query. Illustrative examples on recursive queries are given in 
section 4.5 of chapter 4. By using the operators of the algebra described in this thesis, 
we will be able to manipulate existing objects and establish new relationships and hence 
new objects.
We define a set of total instances for a class c, denoted as Tij^siancesif^)’, union
of its instances with all the instances of its subclasses. Also a set of message expressions 
for a class can be derived starting from the set of messages used to invoke its methods.
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Therefore, a class having a set of objects and a set of message expressions, can be an 
operand in a query. Furthermore, it is possible to derive the characteristics of a class 
from any pair of a set of objects and a set of message expressions [12, 13].
Using the object algebra operators, we build object algebra expressions and show 
that every object algebra expression has the characteristics of a class. Moreover, we 
derive the inheritance (sub/superclass) relationship between the result of an object 
algebra expression and the operand(s). Therefore, the result of any object algebra 
expression can be persistently and properly placed in the lattice in a natural way.
To sum up, the contributions of our work described in this thesis can be enumerated 
as follows:
• Operands and the result of a query are defined in a way not to violate object- 
oriented constructs and to maintain the closure property.
• Behavior is also, uniformly handled like the structure of objects; creation of 
methods as well as objects in terms of other existing ones is facilitated.
• The addition of new classes is facilitated where we specify the characteristics of 
a class derived in terms of existing ones and handle its proper placement in the 
lattice.
• Aggregation functions are supported in a consistent way so that the result could 
be used as an operand. •
• Recursive queries are handled without any need to have a PROLOG-like query 
language.
• Computational completeness is maintained without any need to have an 
embedded query language- as embedded query language leads to the impedance 
mismatch problem.
All of these are satisfied without loss of generality and formality in the description.
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1.3 O rganization o f th e  T hesis
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows.
The related work is discussed in chapter 2. It is observed that two kinds of query 
models could be identified. These are object preserving query models and query models 
allowing the introduction of new objects. The latter are considered more expressive 
and powerful compared to the former. Query languages from these two trends are 
identified with their characteristics and drawbacks pointed out.
In chapter 3, the data model is described where the basic terminology used in the 
formalization is introduced. We give the characteristics of a class and later in chapter 4 
we derive the same characteristics for the result of an object algebra expression. We 
define a set of objects and a set of message expressions as the constituents of pairs 
forming operand(s) and the output of a query. The inheritance relationship is defined to 
be a partial ordering among classes and used later in chapter 4 to derive the relationship 
between operand(s) and the result of an object algebra expression. Total instances and 
message expressions are emphasized for being the basic constructs in the query model. 
DiiFerent aspects of the data model are clarified via examples.
The query model is described in chapter 4. An informal description of the object 
algebra operators leads the formal definition of object algebra expressions (query 
expressions). Then the characteristics of an object algebra expression are determined 
to be the same as those of a class. The proper placement of such a class in the lattice is 
also considered. After that, we emphasize on maximizing reusability due to inheritance 
before giving illustrative examples and elaborate on linear recursion. Finally, equivalent 
object algebra expressions are identified where the associativity of the cross-product is 
proved forming a basis for any future work concerning query optimization.
As object-oriented databases have proved suitable for applications where the 
information about the domain is incomplete or become incrementally available, schema 
modification is considered important within the realm of object-oriented systems. In 
chapter 5 we describe how different schema evolution functions could be handled using 
the object algebra operators. Also, the invariants and the rules judging the correctness 
of schema evolution functions are enumerated.
Chapter 6 is the conclusions. After identifying the major conclusions drawn from 
the thesis, the basic contributions due to the described work are enumerated. Finally, 
possible research areas based on this thesis are summarized.
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Related Work
Several query models are described in the literature aiming at providing the accessing 
facilities for particular object-oriented database systems. In this chapter a description 
of such a query model adapted from the literature is included. In section 2.1, an 
overview of the query models is presented. We differentiate between object preserving 
and object creating query models. A critique of those query languages is given in 
section 2.2 where the major characteristics of such languages are emphasized and their 
pros and cons are identified; thus, justifying the motivation for the development of the 
query model described in this thesis.
2.1 A n O verview
A query language must be a component of any database system [95]. Consequently, 
W.Kim identifies a query language among the requirements of object-oriented systems 
despite the use of messages to manipulate the database [62]. Several query languages 
such as those of GemStone [.37, 72], O2 [26, 42, 49], EXODUS [41, 101], IRIS [52], 
ORION [29, 61, 64], OSAM* [5, 6], Postgres [82, 96], PDM [47, 74], ENCORE [86, 105] 
and the formal calculi and algebra developed by Straube and T. Özsu [97, 98] in addition 
to others [7, 24, 34, 35, 53, 59, 65, 66, 77, 78, 83, 84, 89, 104] have been proposed. These 
languages have been developed based on different paradigms. Some query language 
are based on the functional paradigm [47, 74], while others [29, 61] are based on the 
message-passing paradigm. Other languages are based on extensions to the relational 
paradigm: such as extensions to QUEL [41, 82] and extensions to SQL [42]. The query
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language of IRIS [52] is based on both the functional and the relational paradigms where 
functions are used in Object-oriented SQL (OSQL) constructs. OSQL is embedded 
inside Common LISP via macro extensions, hence it does not overcome the impedance 
mismatch problem.
These languages are classified as either object-preserving [5, 29, 41, 72, 97, 98] 
or Object-creating [35, 42, 47, 61, 74, 78, 86, 105]. Such a distinction is due to the 
disagreement on whether it is possible to have all required relationships defined at 
the modeling phase. We and others, e.g., [78, 86], argue that the definition of new 
relationships and the creation of new objects, should be supported by a query model. 
A new relationship may have either a stored or a derived value and handled as the 
introduction of an instance variable or a method to the definition of a class, respectively. 
For the instance variable case, objects in the class to which the relationship is added 
are extended to include values for the new instance variable. For the method case, on 
the other hand, the behavior is extended without any stored value being added because 
the value of the relationship is determined by invoking the corresponding method as 
it is needed. A new object may be formed by collecting values from either objects 
in different classes or from the constituents of an object nested to an arbitrary level. 
However, it is necessary to resolve problems that arise due to the creation of objects; 
otherwise there will be inconsistencies. Among such problems is the maintenance of 
the closure property [5]. In other words, the output of a query should be allowed as an 
operand in the model.
2.2 C haracteristics and Drawbacks
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A major drawback of the languages already described in the literature [29, 72, 97, 98] is 
that they do not maintain the closure property. Others introduce non-object-oriented 
constructs for maintaining the closure property. Although operands in such languages 
have object-oriented properties, the outputs are relations which do not have the same 
structural and behavioral properties as the original objects. Consequently, the result 
of a query cannot be further processed by the same set of language operators. For 
instance in O2 [42, 49] the value concept was introduced. In O2, there are two distinct 
notions, class and type. While a class has objects with identities and encapsulate data 
and behavior, on the other hand, a type has only values. To every class there is an
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associated type describing the structure of its instances. O2 has an object algebra 
which handles values as well as objects and this leads to a kind of mismatch in having 
some operands violating encapsulation while others not. O2 allows users to violate 
encapsulation when doing ad hoc queries. The query language of O2 does not consider 
computational completeness as it is embedded inside CO2, the programming language 
of O2· The algebra of O2 supports select, cross-product, set operations and a reduction 
operation similar to that of Kuper and Vardi [66] which reduces one field tuple structure 
to the elements of a set. The query languages of [24, 41, 65, 82] use nested relations 
as their logical view of object-oriented databases. A nested relation is allowed as an 
operand in addition to other operands with object-oriented features. For instance, 
the algebra described in [65] is based on supporting nested relations where a nested 
relational algebra is proposed to provide greater expressive power to deal with the 
hierarchical structure of data. Although operators in these languages operate on and 
produce nested relations, we argue that nested relations do not form a proper logical 
representation of object associations. In order to use nested relations to represent 
objects, a large amount of data has to be replicated in the representation.
The query language of Gemstone is a calculus sublanguage embedded inside OPAL, 
the object-oriented programming language of Gemstone. Furthermore, queries -in 
.Gemstone violate encapsulation because they are formed over the instance variables of 
an object. A similar query language is that of the ObjectStore database management 
system [67, 77]. The query language of [77], in addition to being categorized as object 
preserving, it is based on making C-|--t- persistent. The Postgres data model is a 
successor of the INGRES [94] relational database system. It is an extended relational 
data model which includes abstract data types, data of type procedure (Postgres 
stores QUEL and C procedures as attribute values) and attribute and procedure 
inheritance. It also allows attributes which are arrays of conventional types. Its query 
language POSTQUEL is an extension of QUEL to satisfy the new constructs. Postgres 
is not considered object-oriented and although it supports abstract data types and 
inheritance, it utilizes relational query processing techniques. Such extended relational 
models with abstract and procedural data types are still considered value-based and 
record-oriented models. They aim at adding extensibility and object management 
capabilities to the relational model. Another extension of QUEL is GEM [104], which is 
a general purpose query language for the DSIS data model [68], which is a semantic data
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model of the entity relationship type. GEM provides support for the notions of entities 
with surrogates, generalization, set valued attributes and reference attributes which 
have as value an entity occurrence. Galileo [7] is a complete programming language 
based on the functional programming language ML [75]. Gelileo is strongly typed and 
incorporates a model of data which is much like that of a semantic data model. It 
embeds such a model in the type system of a programming language with many of the 
features of modern object-oriented languages such as abstraction and hierarchy.
The algebra of Vandenberg [101] has an expressive power equivalent to the EXCESS 
query language of the EXTRA data model described in [41]; it assumes a data model 
in which several general type constructors are provided, and data structures are built 
through free composition of those (Oiistructors. However, since the EXCESS query 
language is based on QUEL, the underlying query processor of EXCESS is relational. In 
EXCESS, new types created during query processing do not participate in inheritance 
in any way -they do not inherit any attribute or method except those explicitly specified 
from the types from which they were created, nor they become part of any inheritance 
hierarchy. A major drawback of the algebra described in [101] is that values are the 
output from any query. We argue that the actual value of any ol)ject is relevant solely 
for output purposes. Thus, it is an overhead to have values as the output from a (piery. 
Instead, a predefined method could serve the purpose as the actual values are of output 
concern. It is an implementation issue not to be considered while formally dealing with 
an object algebra. For instance, a method display(i) could be provided with i being an 
argument to specify the depth of nesting up to which the values of instance variables 
with object values are to be resolved before the value of a given object is presented to 
the output device. Thus, display(0) only makes atomic values of an object available to 
the output device by ignoring values from domains which are objects in some classes, 
while display(*) resolves all values drawn from non-atomic domains and hence presents 
to the output device all the atomic values inside an object regardless of how deep they 
are nested. Based on the algebra described in [101] is that developed for Relevation 
system [45] and described in [100]. Relevation is a project on query processing in 
object-oriented databases.
The Daplex functional data model [88] illustrates an integration of functions, 
relations and object-oriented features. Its basic constructs are entities and functions 
which are intended to model conceptual objects and their properties. The Daplex
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query language has a set of iterators that apply a predicate to a set of values. The 
two basic iterators are for each and for some. The former returns values satisfying a 
given predicate and the latter returns true when at least one value satisfies a given 
predicate. The algebra of PDM [47, 74] is based on an extension of the Daplex 
functional data model [88]. While Daplex supports only functions whose values are 
stored in the database, PDM has been extended to include functions whose values are 
derived from other values or computed by arbitrary procedures. PDM modifies the 
relational algebra to handle functions, i.e., the operators and the result are functions. 
The apply and append operator of the PDM algebra is equivalent to the relational join 
where a function is applied on argument tuples and the result is appended to them. A 
major restriction is that object identity is not supported and only union compatible 
items are allowed as operands to set-based operators.
The algebra of ENCORE [86, 105], is based on a data model [56] that has all 
types as abstract data types whose implementations are hidden from the algebra. It 
comprises a set of built-in functions to collection objects. These functions include, 
predicate-based selection of objects, collection manipulation and creation of new types 
and their instances. While the image operation projects on a single property of the 
operand, the project operation on the other hand does one or more evaluations of the 
image operation and collects the results in a tuple. The ojoin operation produces 
unnested collections similar to a flat relation where the nest operation adapted from 
the nested relational model is applied when nesting is required. The output of a query 
is of the Tuple type which is essentially the nested relational representation, since it 
allows the nesting of tuples. To insure type consistency of the result, in ENCORE 
union compatibility has been imposed on the algebra operators. Union compatibility 
states that members of the sets being operated on must be objects of types which are 
in a subtype relationship with one another. ENCORE views everything as an object 
with an identity. An opposing viewpoint [49] is that there is a distinction between 
objects, which possess identity and values which do not. A drawback of the latter 
algebra is that two identical queries don’t give the same response. This is so because 
every resulting collection is a newly identified object in the database. For this reason, 
operators which eliminate duplicates are defined in this algebra. Such operators were 
not necessary for the case of not having the result from a query to be of the Tuple 
type, but having the characteristics of a class which is properly and naturally placed in
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the lattice. Another algebra which is similar to that of ENCORE is the one described 
in [43]. However, this algebra returns values rather than objects as the output from 
a query and consequently does not generate object identifiers. Also, it does not use 
methods.
Straube and Özsu developed a set-based object-oriented query algebra and a 
corresponding calculus, but their algebra does not satisfy the closure property. Also, 
they studied the problem of type unions in some detail. Their Map operator is similar to 
Apply to all operator in functional data models and to the image operator of ENCORE. 
However, although it has a formal basis, their algebra is less expressive compared to 
others described in the literature. Their object calculus is similar to the tuple relational 
calculus definition provided in [99].
Osborn’s object algebra [78] was developed for a general object-oriented data model 
defined on three generic classes of atomic, aggregate and set objects. She extends the 
relational algebra by adding an Apply operator to apply operations on objects and 
Deepcopy to create a complete copy of an object without sharing any sub-objects with 
the old one; her combine operator is equivalent to the relational join. A major drawback 
of Osborn’s algebra is that it does not support encapsulation and the closure property 
is not thoroughly maintained; set operations do not accept atoms and aggregate objects 
produced by other operations.
The first version of the query language developed for ORION [29] preserves objects 
in the database; it is only based on the selection operation assuming the other 
operations to be implicitly present at the modeling phase. A major drawback of this 
language is that a query on a class returns either the value of a single attribute or 
some objects of the class; for the former case, objects from the domain of the attribute 
are returned. Also, when more than one class are involved in a query, those classes 
have to be nested with respect to each other. However, the second version of this 
query language considers the addition of new objects by explicitly providing operations 
which were assumed implicit. In the second version of the query model of ORION [61], 
although the result of a query operation is a class, the improper placement of resulting 
classes in the lattice leads to duplication of class contents; hence ORION violates the 
reusabihty feature of object-oriented systems. However, we argue that it is an overhead 
to have a class as the output of a temporary query, as ORION does. In this thesis, 
we describe the output of a query by the minimum requirements of an operand and
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from such characteristics we show how to derive the characteristics of a class when it 
is required to have the result persistent [12, 13]. In OS AM"" operands in a query are 
the database itself and all subdatabases derived from the original database by query 
operations; the result of a query is a subdatabase.
The work described in [35] focuses on class hierarchies, behavioral aspects and 
the closure property; however, neither a data model nor a query language has been 
proposed. Rather, the impact of the features of object-oriented data models on the 
design of a query language is discussed. The goal behind the work described in [35] is 
to define a unifying framework that constitutes a common basis for the presentation 
and discussion of the features of object-oriented query languages. For this purpose, an 
object-oriented predicate calculus (OOPC) based on the relational predicate calculus 
and its extensions for nested relations, is defined. The underlying data model assumes 
only simple inheritance. In their attempt to maintain the closure property, they follow 
the approach proposed by W. Kim in [61] in having the result of a query as a class 
which is made a direct subclass of the root, TOP-CLASS in their model. Furthermore, 
the result of a query does not have user defined methods; it much resembles a set of 
tuples in a relation and consequently encapsulation is not respected.
In [89] Siegelmann and Badrinath describe an algebra where query results are 
presented as implicit answers (expressions), in which a class name replaces an ex])licit 
enumeration of all its instances in a step towards allowing information exchange at 
higher levels of abstraction which is a useful capability in decision support systems. 
A subset of instances from a class are explicitly enumerated only in case that there is 
no class that includes all of them and no other instances. However, the data model 
on which their algebra is based supports only simple inheritance and atomic domains, 
i.e., no complex objects. Also, they do not describe any method for making an implicit 
answer explicit. The same concept of implicit answers is also discussed in [87].
The aim of the study described in [69] is to develop a deductive-augmented database 
system that could handle recursive queries within the realm of an object-oriented 
database system via a query language which is based on PROLOG. However, they 
treat the unification process without maintaining the object-oriented features. In other 
words, their introduction of meta-variables only serves the unification process while 
the resulting data model does not satisfy multiple inheritance and schema evolution 
functions could never be handled within such a model; although both are considered
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among the basic features of an object-oriented database system.
In [83] it is claimed that class creation by set operations has been ignored in 
the literature. Consequently, the research described in [83] focuses on presenting a 
framework for executing set theoretical operations on the class construct. Thus, class 
definition abstractions including specialization^ selection and cartesian-product are not 
addressed. Although the authors described the unions difference^ intersection and 
symmetric difference operations, we argue that the union and difference operations 
would be sufficient as the others are representable in terms of them. For instance, 
given two sets A and 5 , A f ] B = A - ( A - B )  and A/S.B~{A\JB) — {A[\B). The authors 
do not handle heterogeneous sets. They simply mix objects from two classes into one 
class. When the two participating classes are not type compatible, objects added from 
any of the two classes into the result are extended to include the value undefined for 
the additional properties due to the other class. By this, they get homogeneous set 
of objects in any class, although having a heterogeneous set is more flexible in having 
any object in a subclass being considered in all its superclasses. Instead of having 
the value undefined for some of the properties of an object, we argue that the same 
thing could be achieved by dynamically allowing to extract from an object any of the 
properties defined for a subclass of its class and returning the value undefined for the 
case of the object not having the required property. This should be facilitated benefiting 
from defining objects in a class to also include objects of its subclasses. Hence, it is 
not necessary to have objects in a class having only the properties facilitated in that 
class, but every such object must at least possess such properties; other properties 
may be possessed due to considering that object in a subclass of the former class. 
For instance, if it is required to find the salary of all persons, the value undefined is 
returned for every object in the person class not coming from any of its subclasses and 
the actual salary is returned for employed persons. However, always the semantics of 
the operation applied to an object should be considered for not to allow semantically 
incorrect situations to arise. For the latter case, instead of the value undefined^ an 
indication of semantically incorrect operation should be considered. In other words, 
a distinction between semantically incorrect and undefined should be considered. For 
instance, having an object o from the class of apples makes o children{) semantically 
incorrect. Furthermore, the authors argue that having objects in class A being subset 
from objects in class B does not lead to the fact that A is a subclass of B, This is
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so because they assumed a set to be untyped according to the set theory concepts. 
However, it is important to have elements of a set having some common properties 
which are utilized as the set is expressed in comprehension. Such common properties 
are due to the common type applicable to aU elements of the set. Also, it is possible 
to have subsets from a given set A with elements constituting each such subset having 
more common properties than those common to other elements in the set A. This is 
analog to the type and subtype terminology in object-oriented data models. So, their 
differentiation between a type and a set does not sound reasonable. We argue that for 
every set of objects there exists at least one common type c and any subset from that 
set has its corresponding type being either the type c itself or a subtype of it. For the 
worst case, c is considered to be the root OBJECT class. Another research concerned 
with set operations could be found in [55], However, in there the type of the result is 
specified without any reasoning.
C hapter 3
The Data Model
In this chapter we describe the features necessary to be present in a data model’*' as 
they relate to the object algebra. In section 3.1, an informal description of such features 
is presented. The basic notations related to the data model and utilized in the rest 
of this thesis are enumerated in section 3.2. In section 3.3, we elaborate on message 
expressions as one of the basic constructs in the formalization developed and proposed 
in this thesis.
3·! Inform al D escrip tion
The data model is required to support objects, classes and methods. An object has 
a state and behavior where the state is reachable via the behavior. To maintain the 
object-oriented features, it is important for the operators of the object algebra to 
equally handle both the state and the behavior of objects. Furthermore, an object has 
an identity and a value. Identity distinguishes one object in the database from other 
existing objects and provides for object sharing [58]. A value may be either a single 
value or a set of values drawn from a particular domain. A domain is either atomic 
or non-atomic; an atomic domain may be any of the conventional domains including 
integers, characters, etc. On the other hand, a non-atomic domain includes the set of 
objects of a class represented by their identities. The following are objects where 0{ 
represents identity:
*A detailed description of the data model could be found in [8].
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01 <"Jack", 21, "M", 4> >
02 <” M ary", 42, "F", {<?i, 07) >
0 3  <" Michel", 5, "M ", (j) >
04 <" John", 65, "M", {c>6i Os} >
05 < "Susan", 25, "F", <j>, 5, {on, oic), oio >
06 <" S m ith " , 45, "M ", {oi, 07}, 50/v, o\q >
07 <"Tom ", 18, "M ", <f>, 3, {ox3, 014}, ojo >
Os <" Adam s", 40, "M"', </>, 60A', Oio >
0 9  < "George", 22, "M ", 4>, 5, {on, oie), ojo, 15/v', oio >
010 <" Computer Science", 0% >
On <"6'5565", "Database Theory", 3, <p >
012 < "CSlO l", "Introduction to Programming", 3, 4> >
013 < "C S 2 ll" , "Design o f  Programming Languages", 3, {012} >
014 < " CS33t)", "Ddta Structures", 3, (f> >
015 < "CS450", "Database Design", 3, {013, 014} >
016 <" CSI)7S", "Parallel M achines", 4, (¡> >
Objects that have the same state structure and behavior definition are collected in one 
class. For instance, looking at the previous objects, it seems that oi and 02 should be 
in the same class. A class definition includes a set of instance variables that reilects 
properties of its objects, a set of methods (operations) applicable to its objects to 
support encapsulation and information hiding and a set of superclasses to provide 
reusability through inheritance. Inheritance is supported to overcome duplication of 
definition and to allow for reusability. Inheritance covers state structure and behavior 
definition. Next are the state structures of the classes related to the previous objects: 
person < 0*, nam e:string, age:integer, sex:["M", "F"], children: [person] > 
student < [person], year‘.integer, eourses: [course], student-in:department > 
s t a f f  < [person], sa lary‘.integer, works-in: department > 
research-assistant < [student, s t af f ]  >
course < 0, code‘.string, name: string, credit‘.integer, prereqxiisites: [course] > 
department < 0, nam e‘.string, head‘.s ta f f  > 
where any pair iv:d represents an instance variable defined such that iv is the instance
‘The empty set indicates that the root OBJECT class is the direct superclass of the class person
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Figure 3.1: A graphical representation of the exam])Ie classes
variable name and d is the corresponding underlying domain. For instance, the domain 
of the age instance variable is the set of integers. A domain specified between braces 
indicates that always a set is expected as the value of that instance variable, even 
a single element is represented by a singleton set. For instance, children:[person) 
specifies a set of objects from the person class as the children of a person.
The first argument in a class definition is a set with elements being classes Itoiii 
which inheritance is achieved. We say that person is a superclass of student and staf f ,  
while each of student and s t a f f  is a subclass of person. Any instance in student 
or s t a f f  is actually an instance in person but the reverse is not true. A subclass 
may include additional instance variables and behavior definition. As inheritance is
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concerned, classes are arranged in a lattice^ with the general class OBJECT at the 
root, i.e., direct or indirect superclass of all other classes. The root OBJECT class 
includes the definition common to aU the classes found in the schema. An empty set 
of superclasses for a class c implicitly indicates that the class c is a direct subclass of 
the root OBJECT class. Conversely, a non-empty set of superclasses could not include 
the OBJECT class which otherwise automatically becomes an indirect superclass for 
being a direct or indirect superclass of those classes constituting the set of superclasses 
of the class c. Furthermore, given any two classes c\ and C2 in the set of superclasses 
of the class c, it is required that neither of them, i.e., c\ nor C2 be a direct or indirect 
superclass of the other. This is illustrated in Figure 3.1  where the example classes are 
shown with their corresponding instance variables and objects. The super/subclass 
relationship is also indicated in Figure 3 .1 .
3.2 B asic N otation s
Related to a class c we use the following notation:
• inessages(c) is the set of messages used to invoke any of the methods defined 
in or inherited by class c. In other words, every method H  is invoked via a 
corresponding message and implements a predefined function 
f  : d i X d 'lX  ... X dn —  ^ d ^ ,
where d\ is the domain of the receiver, ···, cin the domains of the
arguments of /  and dr is the domain of the result of the application of /  on objects 
of ¿1, i.e., dr is the range of / .  Given objects 0{ G d{^  where i =  \ to n a n d  r,
/ ( o i , 02, ..., = Or·
The message that invokes the method H  should have (n — 1) arguments drawn 
from the domains ¿2 to respectively. For instance, the method invoked by the 
message name() implements the function
/1 : Tinstancesip r^son) — > stHug,
Function /1 does not expect any argument because corresponding domains are 
not specified. The message increase-salary(i) invokes the method implementing 
the function
^The term lattice is used to refer to a Directed Acyclic Graph, which is in fact a semi-lattice
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/2 · ^m5i a ? i c e s ^  ITltcpCT > ZTltepeV^
where given o G T instancesistaff), /2(0,2) = (o sa la r z ji))  +
The domain of the receiver of /2 is Tinsta n cesista ff)  /2 expects a single 
argument from the domain that is the set of integers. Also, the result of /2 is 
from the set of integers, i.e., range of /2 is the set of integers. For instance, 
/2(09,2/1) = 09 s a la r y i)  + 2 K  =  1 5 K  + 2/v = 1 7 K ,
Therefore, methods are used not only to deal with properties of objects but also 
to manipulate either stored values or in deriving new values in terms of properties 
and existing values of objects. Related to the previous classes, the following sets 
of messages are assumed:
m e s s a g e s ( p e r s o n )  =  { n a m e ( ) , a g e ( ) , s e x { ) , c h i l d r e n { ) }  
m e s s a g e s ( s t a f f )  =  { n a m e { ) ,  age{),  3e x ( ) ,  c h i l d r e n { ) , s a la r y {)  ,w orks-in () , 
n et-sa lary(t), in crease-salary( t)}
=  m e s s a g e s { p e r s o n ) [ J  { s a la r y ( ) ,w o 7'ks-in(),  net-salary(t),
increase-salary ( t)]
m e s s a g e s { s t u d e n t )  =  m e s s a g e s { p e r s o 7i)\J  { y e a r { ) ,c o u r s e s { ) ,s t u d e n t - i n ( ) ]  
m e s sa g e s(r e se a r c h -a ss is ta n t)=  m e s s a g e s ( s t u d e n t )  [J m e s s a g e s ( s t a f f )  
m e s s a g e s ( d e p a r t m e n t )  =  { n a m e { ) , h e a d [)}
m e s s a g e s ( c o u r s e s )  =  [ c o d e Q ,  n a m e ( ) ,  c r e d i t ( J ,p r e r e q u i s i t e s ( ) }
Thus a class defines the behavior of its objects by providing a set of methods 
operating on them. A message should have as many arguments as the 
corresponding function expects. For instance, no arguments are specified for the 
message n a m e ( ) ,  while one argument is specified for the message net-salary(t) and 
drawn from the domain which is the set of reals as indicated in the corresponding 
function,
/3 : Tinstancesistaff)  X r e a l  — . in te g e r .
Although the argument of /3 is from the set of reals to specify the percentage 
deduction in salary, the result is rounded to be in the set of integers.
Given a class c, let m ^ m e s s a g e s { c )  and oeTinstances{c). Applying the message 
m to the object o, i.e., 0 m, returns a value from the range of the function which 
corresponds to the message m. Let V be the set of all such values. The returned 
value may be either a single value or a set of values as the latter is allowed as a 
value in definition 3 .2 , given next. Furthermore, given OCTinstances{c), applying
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m to objects in (9 , i.e., O  m, returns a set of subsets from the set V .  An element 
in the returned set may be either a single value or by itself a set. This is because 
the message m  is actually applied to the individual objects constituting the set 
O  and the obtained results form a set.
♦ Ivariables(^) is ihe Set of all instance variables defined in or inherited by class c. 
For any instance variable iv^ domainfzt;) and value(zt;) denote the domain and the 
value of instance variable iv. The value of an instance variable is drawn from the 
corresponding domain. For instance, having the domain of the children  instance 
variable in the person  class being specified as person  between braces, forces its 
value to be solely any subset of the objects in the person  class and nothing else. 
Next are the formal definitions of possible d om ain s  and values.
Definition 3.1 (Dom ain) The set o f  dom a in s  D  is defined to include:
-  d £ D  a n d  2^gT^ *; where d is any o f  the atom ic d om ain s such  as the set o f  
integers^ the set o f  reals, the set o f  characters, etc,
-  f o r  any class C{ Tinstances{Ci)^D a n d  □
Definition 3 . 2  ( Value) The set o f  values V  is defined to include:
-  V d i^ D ,  we have d { C V
S in c e  (j) is a subset o f  any set, then (j)^V due to the use o f  the pow erset in  
specifying so m e dom ains in D .  So, (j) is used to indicate the value n il^ . □
Given a class c, let iv^Iyariables{<^)·, then v a lu e { iv ) ^ d o m a in { iv ) .  The instance 
variable iv  expects either a set value or a single value depending on whether 
the corresponding domain is specified between braces or not, respectively. For 
instance, the instance variable children  in the person  class expects a set value for 
its domain being specified between braces, while the instance variable head in the 
departm ent class expects a single value in accordance with its specified domain. A 
single value is drawn from the set d for an atomic domain and from Tinstances{<^i)
*2^ indicates the powerset or the set of all subsets of the set d 
^sending any message to nil returns nil, i.e., (f) m =  (¡>, for any message rn.
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for a iion-atomic domain, while a set value including singleton sets is drawn from 
2 '^  for an atomic domain and from for a non-atomic domain.
The name of an instance variable, actually a message, when sent to an object, 
returns the value of the instance variable in the receiving object. For instance, 
o\ age() returns 21 as the age of object oi, while
0.5 courses() returns {oii, oig} as the set of courses 05 is attending, and 
05 courses() name() returns {^'Database Theory", "P aralle l M a c h in e s " )  as 
the set of names of the courses 05 is attending.
Such methods return existing stored values while other methods that do not 
correspond to any instance variable return derived values, computed starting 
with existing stored values as will be shown in example 4 .6 .
• in s ta n c e s { c )  is the set of objects in class c but not in any of its subclasses. 
Any object in i n s i a n c e s ( c )  must have some value for any instance variable in 
lyariables(c) aiid iiotliiiig iHore. It also must understand all the messages in 
m c s s a g e s ( c ) .  For instance,
i n s t a n c e s ( p e r s o n )  =  {oi, 02, 03, 04} 
in s t a n c e s ( s t u d e n t)  =  {05, 07} 
i n s t a n c e s ( s t a f f )  =  {o(3, Os} 
in sta n ces{resea rch -a ssista n t)  = {09} 
in s t a n c e s { c o u r s e )  = {on, 012, 013, 014, 015, oie} 
i n s ta n c e s ( d e p a r tn ie n t)  = {oio}
An object has an identity, a value and belongs to a certain class. Related to 
an object o we use value(o) and iden tity(o)  to denote the value (the value of an 
object is a set of values of the instance variables defined in its class; simple values 
or identities of nested objects) and the identity of object o, respectively. For 
instance, < " J a c k " , > is value of the object whose identity is o\.
Given an object o e i n s t a n c e s ( c )  for some class c, 
val'iLeio) G ' C a r d ( I v a r , a b l e s { c ) )  [ d o m a i n ( I y a r i a b t e s ( c ) i ) ^ .
^given two sets A and B, /1 x B =  {(x, v) 1 ^ 6  A A y ^  B}. In general A x  B ^  B x / 1, 
however liere we assume that equality always holds,i.e., order is not important inside the resulting 
tuples because those values are handled via messages
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Based on the notion of value and identity  we define equality of objects:
Definition 3 . 3  (Equality o f objects) Two objects  oj and 02 are:
- identical (oi =  02) i j f  id en tity (o \)= id e n tity (o 2 )
- shallow-equal (01=02) i j f  v a lu e(o \)= v a lu e(o 2 )
- deep-equal (01=02) i f f  by recursively replacing every object o,· in v a lu e(o i)  or
value(o2) by value(oi), equal values are obtained. □
(01= 02) (01= 02) => (01= 02)
identical shadow-equal => deep-equal
and these correspond to identity, shallow-equality and deep-equality o i  S m a l l t a lk -  
80  [5 4 ].
• 'rinsia„ce5(c) = instances(c)(j['ri'^^^^T'iniiancei(‘5',·)
where S  =  {S \ ,  S2, Scard(S)} is ^^ e set of direct subclasses of class c, i.e., 
c E s u p e r s ( S i) .  Notice that for an object to be in Tinstances(<^)^ it must have some 
value for every instance variable in fvariables{(^) a.nd must understand messages in 
m e s s a g e s ( c ) .  This is so because for any class S{ being a subclass of class c, class S{ 
has Ivariables{Si)2lvariables(c) and m e s s a g e s { S i) D m .e s s a g e s { c ) , In other words, 
any object in TinstancesiSi) lias at least some value for every instance variable 
in lyariables(Si) and lience in its subset Ivariables(c) aiul understands messages 
in m e s s a g e s { S i)  and hence in its subset m e s s a g e s ( c ) .  In fact, an object in 
Tinstances((^) f]  TinstancesiSi) has values for iiiore instance Variables than those 
required for such an object to be considered in T i n s t a n c e s c .  The additional values 
are due to the instance variables and the messages in (Ivariabies{Si) -  Ivariables(c)) 
and ( m e s s a g e s i S i )  — m essa g es{c))^  respectively. For instance:
Tinstancesi^^^'^^^) — {^11? ^12? 1^3) 1^4? 1^5)
= in s t a n c e s ( c o u r s e )
Tinstancesi^^P^'^^'^^'^^) —
= in s t a n c e s i  d e p a r tm e n t)
Tijisidjicesi^
= in s t a n c e s i  research-assistant)
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Tinstances ( s t a f f )  =  {oe, 08, 09}
“  T{jistances(3'^^^^^^h-aSSistaTlt)(J^OQ^ 03j·
= Tinstances(3 'es^(^'f'cli-assistant)[j in s t a n c e s (  s t a f f )
i instances i ^ l ' ^ d e u t )  =  { 0 5 , O7 , O9 }
~ T{jistancesi3 '^^^^^^h-assistaTit)(J^o^ ^  Oyj·
— Tijistances (  ^e scavcJi-ass'istaviVf^ ZTista7iC€s(stiLcie7zt) 
Tiristances ( jjerso n )  = {oi, 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08, 09}
— instances{^^^d€Ut)\^TiYisi(j^T^Q^^(staff)\^{^Oi^  O2 , O3 , O4 }
“  Tinstances(^^^^^^^^)\^ Titistances('^t>afff(f izZStaTlCCs(p€TS07l)
Notice that, for any class c which has no subclasses, Tinstances{(^) — in s t a n c e s ( c ) .  
Also, as already elaborated, having an object o in i n s t a n c e s ( c )  for some class c, 
leads to the fact that o is in Tinstancesic) for any class ci which is a superclass of 
the class c. This is true because by definition, Ivariables(c) includes Ivariables{< i^)  ^
i.e., Ivariabies{< i^) C  lyariabiesi^^)· Heuce any object in the class c possesses the 
properties expected for objects to be considered in Tinsiances(c) and could respond 
to any of the messages understandable by objects in Tinstances(ci)· In fact, the 
object o could have more properties than those expected for objects in any of 
the classes C{. This is so because of the possible additional properties possessed 
by the object o for being in in s t a n c e s ( c ) .  For instance, oryE in sta n ces(stud en t)  
and o^Q.Tinstances{v^^'^ou) because the person class is a superclass of the student  
class. The object 05 has all of the properties expected for an object to be in 
Tinstancesip^'^^on)^ i.e., the properties defined in the p erson  class. In addition, 
the object 05 has the additional properties defined in the student class due to 
being considered in i n s t a n c e s ( s t u d e n t ) .  •
• s u p e r s (c )  is the set of direct superclasses of class c. For instance, 
s u p e r  s (p e r  s o n )  = (p 
s u p e r  s (s tu d e n t )  =  {p e r s o n }  
s u p e r s ( s t a f f )  = { p e r s o n }  
sup ers(resea rch -a ssista n t)  = {student^ s t a f f }  
s u p e r  s (c o u r s e )  =  (p 
s u p e r  s (d e p a r tm e n t)  =  (p
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V Ci^supers(c),,  we ha v e  C{ ^  O B J E C T ^  the object class is implicitly a direct 
superclass of the class c for s u p e r s (c )  =  <f>] otherwise, it is an indirect superclass 
for being a direct or indirect superclass of a class in s u p e r s (c ) .
When class C2 is a superclass of class Ci, we say ci is a subclass of C2. Instances of 
Cl have at least the properties defined for instances of C2 and operations defined 
in Cl are at least those of C2, i.e., C\ inherits the properties and operations defined 
in C2- So, any instance in class ci is an instance in class C2, but the reverse is 
not true. Related with the subclass/superclass relationship between classes, we 
define a partial ordering (<c) among classes.
D e f in i t io n  3 .4  ( P a r t ia l  o r d e r in g  ( < c )  a m o n g  c la s s e s )
G iv e n  two classes  c\ and  C2, we say that c\ <cC2 iff:
~ ^variables (^2) ^ ^variables (^ij
That ZSj ^^V2^Ivartables {^2J ^^ v^artables {^1J ^Uc/l tliatj
iv2=ivi A (domain(ivi)<cdomain(iv2) V domain(iv2)=  domain(ivi))
— m ethods(c2) C m e th o d s (c i)  □
The second property in definition 3 .4  reflects a Cardelli-like semantics of 
subtyping [3 9 ].
Cl <c C2 O Cl is a subclass of C2 and C2 is a superclass of ci 
i7istances(ci^ C Tj72,5iance5(^ l) ^  '^instances{^2^
3.3 M essage E xpressions
Elements of messages(c) are used only to invoke methods of the class c. When the 
result is an object o^ , messages in the class of object 0{ are used to invoke methods 
applicable to it. So, combining a message in the class c which returns an object 0{ as 
its result with any of the messages in the class of object 0{ will form a message pair 
applicable to objects in class c to access possible values in related objects in the class of 
object 0{. Also when any of such pairs returns an object as its result, messages in the 
class of the latter object could be combined with that pair forming triples applicable to 
objects in class c. In the same way, quadruples, quintuples and so on, could be formed.
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For instance, 09 is an object in the s tu d e n t  class; the message c o u r s e s { )  in the s tu d e n t  
class invokes the method implemented to return the set of courses registered by a given 
student and so,
09 c o u r s e s Q  returns {on,oi6} from the c o u r s e  class.
Any of the messages in the c o u r s e  class, e.g. code{)^ could be applied to any object in 
the course  class and
{^ >11,^ 16} code{) returns {"C,9 5 6 5 "," C»9 5 7 8 "}
At this point one could say that the combination c o u r s e s { )  code{) could be applied to 
any object in the s tu d e n t  class and
09 c o u r s e s { )  code{) returns {"C5 5 6 5 'V'C5 5 7 8 "}.
It is recognized that both c o u r s e s { )  and c o n r s e s [)  code{) are elements of a superset 
of m e s s a g e s ( s t u d e n t )  as the latter does not include the element c o u r s e s { )  code{).  
We call such a superset the set o f  m essage expressions  of the class s tu d e n t  and every 
element of this set is called a m essage expression. The set of message expressions of a 
class c is denoted by M^{c) and every element of Me(c) returns either a stored value or a 
derived (i.e., computed) value. As formally stated in the following definition, elements 
of Me(c) are recursively defined in terms of messages, starting with messages(c).
D efinition 3 . 5  (M essage expressions) G iv en  a class c, the set M ^ ic)  is defined by:
, - messages(c)CMf>{c)
- i f x e M e ( c )  and X returns a value fro m  Tinstances(c\) then  
(x m essa ges(c\))*  C M^{c)
Therefore^ starting fro m  m essa g es(c)  we can d eterm in e  whether a given m essage  
expression  is an e le m e n t o f  M f i c ) .  □
We use l e n { x )  to denote the length of message expression x, i.e., the number of messages 
constituting X. For instance, le n { d e p a r tm e n t{ )  h ea d [)  s a la r y { ) )  = :j, i.e., the message 
expression d e p a r t m e n t )  head{)  salary{)., which returns the salary of the chairperson 
of the department attended by a given student s a sequence of three messages. Related 
to the previous classes, the following sets of message expressions are derived:
is concatenated with every element of the set of messages of class c\. For example, 
{x {m i, m2}) =  {a:ii, 3:21} where x n  = G  n i\) and X21 =  {x m2)
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Meiperson) — messages{person)\J children{)'^ messages(pcrson) ^
— childreni)* messages(person)
Me(student) = Me(person)\J{year{), cours€s{),student-in()}
U student-in() Me(department)
M e(staff) = Me{perso7i)\J{salary(),works-in(), net-salary(), increase-salary())
(J works-in() Me(department)
Me(research-assistant) = Me{student)[J M e(staff)
Meidepartment) — messages{department)\J head() M e(staff)
Me(course) = prerequisitesO* messages(course)
We differentiate between implicit and explicit representations of Tinstances(c), messages(c) 
and M e (c )  for a given class c. While in an implicit representation a subset of 
the elements of the represented set is substituted by a single set name, an explicit 
representation enumerates all elements of a set. For instance,
{7iame(), age(), sex{), childrenQ, year(), coursesQ, student-in()} 
is an explicit enumeration of the set messages{student), while 
messages{person) IJ {year(), courses{), student-in()} 
is an implicit representation of the same set. As illustrated in the example classes 
and by definition, for any class c 9 Tinstance (c) could be implicitly represented in terms 
pf instances(c) and Tinstances(ci)^ where C{ is a subclass of c; rnessagesic) could be 
implicitly represented in terms of messages{cj)^ where Cj£supers(c)] M^{c) could 
be implicitly represented in terms of Me(cj^)^ where Ck£supers(c) or Ck=domain{iv) 
for some instance variable iv^IyaTiables{<^)· Sometimes, it is not possible to explicitly 
enumerate elements of Me(c) for some class c, especially in case of a direct or indirect 
cycle in specifying the domain of instance variables. In such cases, an implicit 
representation becomes necessary and easier to follow and understand. For instance, 
because of the cycle caused by having the person class itself as the domain of the 
children instance variable in the person class, there is no explicit representation of 
M e(person)^  however an implicit representation is possible and given above in the 
examples on message expressions.
After introducing message expressions, it is necessary to decide on the relationship 
between the sets of message expressions and the sets of messages of two classes. Such
^notice that a* is used to indicate zero or more concatenations of a with itself, i.e., e, a, aa, 
while indicates one or more concetanations of a with itself, i.e., a, aa, aaa,...
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a relationship is important as a class is derived from the result of a query later in 
chapter 4 .
L em m a 3.1 Given two classes cq and C2
c 1) ^  (^2) messages(ci)C messages(C2
i.e.j V.TGMe(ci) such that len(x) = l we have
P r o o f :
(if part) xemessages(ci) xeM e(ci) (by definition 3,5)
=> x^Meic'z) (because Me(ci)CMe(c2), given)
xEmessages(c2) (because len(x)=l and the only elements of Mgfcq)
of length one are elements of messages(C2), from definition 3,5) 
messages(c\)Cmessages(c2)y
(only if part) x EMc(ci) x=xi,.,Xj^/xvith n > l such that xi£messages(ci)
(by definition 3 ,5)
=> Xi^messages(c2) (because messages(ci)Cmessages(c2), given)
^ xQ^ M^ ic^ ) (by (kfinition 3,5)
^  M ,(c i )C M jc 2) □
We will utilize lemma 3.1 while constructing object algebra expressions in definition 4.2
' and while deciding on the inheritance relationship between classes that correspond to
object algebra expressions in theorem 4.2. Informally, the proof of lemma 3.1 follows 
from definition 3.5 where starting from message expressions of length one, i.e., messages 
of a class, it is possible to derive all other possible message expressions of that class.
A  iiiGHsage expression when received by an object, returns a value from a particular
domain. This particular domain is the range of the last message in the message 
expression. A returned value is either a stored or a derived value, a property that gives
a full computational power to the user without having an embedded query language
leading to impedance mismatch.
Due to message expressions, it is not necessary to have within the realm of object- 
oriented databases all required relationships with stored values. Deriving the value of 
a relationship in terms of existing ones is facilitated by the use of message expressions 
that handle derived values. For instance, it is possible to have the relationships 
xvifc’o f husband~of brother-of and sister-of as derived values using the storcd-valued
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children  relationship between persons with the s e x  value being recorded for persons. 
Each of wife-of, husband-of, brother-of and s is te r - o f  is handled as a message with 
an underlying method implementing the desired relationship. In general, a derived 
value is determined after executing a sequence of one or more methods underlying the 
message(s) constituting a corresponding message expression. Such a facility saves both 
space and time needed in storing and maintaining related values in a consistent state.
C hapter 4
The Query Model
In this chapter, we describe an object algebra where the closure property is maintained 
in a natural way without violating the object-oriented features. Although many of the 
existing query languages are restricted to the manipulation of existing objects without 
creating new ones, we and others [7 8 , 8 5 , 86, 1 0 5 ] argue the need for a more powerful 
query language that handles new objects in addition to the manipulation of existing 
ones. This adds the flexibility of introducing new relationships into the model making 
the manipulation more powerful. Our object algebra is a superset of the relational 
algebra and hence it is at least as powerful as the relational algebra. An operand e 
in our object algebra should have a pair of sets, a set of objects and a set of message 
expressions, denoted by <Tinstances(^)^ using elements of M e{e)  one can access
elements of Tinstances(^)· Since a class has a defined set of objects and a derived set 
of message expressions, a class can be an operand. The output of an operation as well 
should have a pair of sets derived in terms of the pair(s) of operand(s). So, an operand 
in a query could be replaced by another query whose output is the actual operand. VVe 
call any operand, whether an actual pair or an unevaluated query, an object algebra 
expression. Therefore, our object algebra acts on and produces items that have defined 
pairs. Hence our object algebra maintains the closure property in a natural way and 
remains within the realm of object-oriented concepts.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1  is an informal description of the 
different operators of the object algebra. The corresponding formal definitions are given 
in section 4 .2 , where object algebra expressions are recursively constructed. As the only 
known characteristics of the output from a query are the pair of sets, section 4 .3  includes
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a series of lemmata to derive other characteristics leading to a class. In section 4.4, the 
inheritance relationship between the classes due to the output from a query and the 
operand(s) is determined in a step towards maximizing reusability to have that class 
properly and naturally placed in the lattice and consequently the assignment of new 
identities is minimized. New identities are necessarily assigned only for cases where 
the output class can not be in inheritance relationship with any other class, i.e., it is a 
direct subclass of the root OBJECT class and with no subclasses. Illustrative examples 
are given in section 4 .5  and linear recursion is treated in section 4 .6 . Equivalent object 
algebra expressions are included in section 4 .8  where the associativity of the cross- 
product operation is proved; an important property as query optimization is concerned. 
Finally, we elaborate in section 4 .7  on the superiority of the query model described in 
this thesis over the relational query model.
4.1 Inform al D escrip tion
Concerning the operators, our object algebra includes the five basic operators of 
the relational algebra in addition to nest, one level project and aggregate function 
applications. The selection operation presents a restriction on objects of the operand. 
Although Straube claims that his multiple operand selection is more powerful than a 
selection with single operand [9 7 , 9 8 ], we still insist on supporting a single operand 
selection. Because Straube does not maintain the closure property in his algebra, 
he has the cross-product operation embedded into the selection. VVe argue that on 
comparing two algebras, the power of the algebra as a whole must be considered, 
not merely the individual operations. A language that supports the creation of new 
objects is considered necessary and more powerful than any other language devoted to 
the manipulation of existing objects only. In our object algebra, the se lect io n  has a 
single operand and produces an output consisting of a pair, where the included objects 
are those satisfying a stated predicate expression, defined next. The set of message 
expressions of the resulting pair is the same as that of the operand. For instance, 
the result of selecting courses with no prerequisites from the course  class is the pair: 
<{o\2·, 1^4) M e ( c o u r s e ) > .
Depending on message expressions (definition 3 .5 ) we define predicate expressions next.
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D efinition 4 . 1  (Predicate expressions) T h e fo llo w in g  are predicate expressions:
P\ : T  and F  are predicate exp ression s  representing true and fa lse.
P'2 : G iv e n  two values y\ and ¡j2 having the sa m e underlying d om a in  such  that at least 
2/1 or ?/2 is o f  the fo r m  (o x ) ,  where o is an object variable bound to objects  o f  an 
operand in a query and x  is a m essage expression  applicable to objects  substituting o.
P ‘2.\ · 2/1 op 7/2 ¿-5 a predicate expression  where,
{ = ,7 ^ ,< ,> ,> ,< }  i f  bothy  I andy2 are single values fr o m  an a tom ic dom ain  
(G, i f  y\ is a single value and y2 is a set o f  values
{C, , 7^ } i f  both yi and ij2 are sets  o f  values, ij2 may be
Tinsiaiicesio) where e is an object algebra expression  
{ = i f  both yi and  y2 are single values fr o m  a n o n -a to m ic
dom ain, i.e .,  Tinstancesio) f o r  so m e  class c.
P ‘2.2 · V|3 ^G2/i t\ z  op 7/2 is a pr^edicate exp ression  where, yi is a set o f  values and
{ =  < , > , > , < ]  i f  ij2 is a single value fro m  an a to m ic  d om ain
{G, i f  y2 Is a set o f  values, 7/2 oiay be TinstancesU)
where e is an object algebra exp ression  
{ = if'IJ2 is a .single value fro m  a n o n -a to m ic  dom ain
op G <
op G <
P2.3 · a op '2/2 Is a predicate exp ressio n  where, 7/1 is a set o f  values and
I {C, = , 7^ } i f  H2 is a se t  o f  values, rj2 may be I ’instances(e)
op € < where e is a query expression
{ B , ^ }  i f  y-2 is a single value
P-i : i f  p and q are predicate exp ressio n s  then (p), -<p, pA q and p\Jq are predicate  
expressions. □
Let 5i and S2 be object variables ranging over instances of the s tu d en t  class:
• "C’.9 5 6 5 " 6  Si c o u r s e s { )  code{) is an example of P2.1 to check students attending 
the course "CStiQTf·,
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• 3 c6 i^ coursesQ A  cG.s-2 coursesQ A S\^S2 is an example of /3 , where an example 
of 7 2^.27 3 cG i^ courses{) A  cG^ 2 coxLrses{)^ is combined with an example of P2.1?
1^0 check whether two given students have at least one course in common;
• VcG·-^ ! co'iLTses{) A  c .^s2 c o u v se s {)  is another example of P2.2 check whether 
two given students do not have any course in common;
• 3 cC.si coursesQ A cCs2 courses{) is an example of P2/3 to check whether two 
given students have some courses in common.
So predicates within an object-oriented context are more powerful than in the relational 
model where only atomic values are compared. Furthermore, extending predicate 
expressions to allow quantifiers to propose the creation of objects does affect the query 
power. For example, S O A  OCTinstancesi/^) for some class c, binds 0  to a subset of 
Tinstajices{(^)’i fho subset objects to which 0  is bound could be built by this query. Such 
an object creation facility gives the algebra the power to do recursive queries by giving 
the ability to form a powerset [2].
Although the set of objects of an operand is in general heterogeneous, the only 
values accessible in each object are those specified by the set of message expressions of 
the pair. So, dropping some message expressions by the project operation hides some 
values from the accessible objects. For instance, by. projecting the pair:
<Tinstcinces(perso7i), Me{persou)> on {name{), age{), 6'ex()}, the pair:
<Tinstances{p^'rson), {name{), age{), 5e.T()}>
is obtained. On the other hand, the inverse of the project operation is to extend the 
set of message expressions in a pair to include more message expressions applicable 
to objects of the pair, i.e., give more facilities to the user; this operation is defined in 
terms of others as shown later in definition 4 .2  of section 4 .2 .
To facilitate the evaluation of a subset M\ of the message expressions of a given pair 
against objects of the pair, the one level project operation is defined which forms new 
objects out of the obtained values and a corresponding set of message expressions is also 
determined to facilitate accessing the values encapsulated within the derived objects. 
For instance, having {nanie{)^ studenUin() nam.e{)] as a subset of Me(sUident)^ 
the one level projection of the pair: <Tinsta7icesi^i'^^dent), Me(student) >
on this subset results in the derivation of the following pair:
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< {<'\Susan^\ 'Computer Science" >, < 'Tom", "C omputer S  cience" >, 
<"George", "Coniputer Science">}^ {name(), nam eli)} >.
Notice the usage of n a r n e l()  for the retrieval of the dep a rtm en t-n a m e  value of the 
derived objects; it is done this way to resolve the conflict in naming. Here, it is 
suggested to tag a number (in sequence) to every duplicate of a message already added 
to the result.
In general, the set of message expressions in the result of the one level project  
operation is defined depending on message expressions in M\ to include:
all message expressions prefixed by any message m  appearing as the last message 
in any of the message expressions :i’i in the subset M\ such that xi returns a 
stored value. In other words, find a message expression X3 in message expressions 
of the operand such that it is prefixed by Xj, i.e., X3 = 0:2 ^^ ‘^4 ^nd Xi = X2 m.  
Thus, among message expressions applicable to objects in the result of the one 
level project operation are all message expressions x  such that x  = m x ^ .
A new message is added to this resulting set of message expressions for every 
message expression X2 present in the subset M\ such that X2 returns a derived 
value. The underlying method of each such new message solely returns the 
corresponding value in the derived new objects. To illustrate this, consider 
{n am e()^  l ie a d Q  n et-sa la ry Q }  as a subset of M e(d ep a rt'm en t)]  the one level  
p ro jectio n  of the pair: < Tinstancesidepartmeiit)^ M e id e p a r t m e n t )  >
on this subset returns the pair:
< { <  " C o m p u t e r  S cien ce"^  5 4 /v >}, {7¿αme(), ()}> ,
where m() is a message which returns the stored value 5 4 K when sent to the 
single object in the output. The message m() is included in the set of message 
expressions of the output pair due to the message expression hea d {)  n et-sa la ry () 
which returns the derived net salary of the chairperson after deducting taxes at 
the rate of 0.1.
The purpose is to collect together in a new class all objects constructed by collecting the 
values reachable by the message expressions in M\ applied to objects in the operand.
Despite the fact that many relationships between objects are represented by the 
objects themselves, an explicit operation is required to handle cases when a relationship 
is not defined in the model. Both the cross-product and the nest operations are defined
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to introduce such relationships. While the cross-product operation is defined to he 
associative, the nest operation is not. However, the two operations are equivalent under 
certain conditions [Id].’^ Associativity of the cross-product operation is useful in query 
optimization [12, 14], although not discussed in this thesis, being left for future research. 
The cross-product operation creates new objects, out of objects in the operands, and a 
set of message expressions is derived to handle the new objects. Also, the nest operation 
introduces missing relationships. We define such operators because it is not possible 
to have all the desired relationships predefined at the modeling phase. While the nest 
operation extends the value of each object in the first operand to include a reference 
to object(s) in the second operand^, the result of the cross-product operation depends 
on the nature of the domains of tlie messages of the operands as explicitly stated in 
definition 4.2 given next in section 4.2. For instance, nesting the student class and the 
class to assign to every student the chairperson of his department as a supervisor^ 
results in the pair:
< {< "Susan", 25, "F", <j), 5, {on, oie}, oio, os> ,
<'Fom", 18, "M", (f>, 3, {oi3, ou}, oio, os>,
<"George", 22, "M ", <l>, 5, {ou, oie}, oio, 15A', oio, 08>},
Me{student){j{m{) M e(staff)) >.
Here, m() is a new message understandable by the objects in the resulting pair to return 
the supervisor, Og in this example. Since the supervisor is himself a staff member, any 
of the message expressions in M e(staff)  could be applied to the result of the message 
m ( ) .
The cross-product of the the student class and the pair < {os}, Me(staff)  > results 
in the pair: < { < 05, og>, < 07, og>, < 09, 08>}, {‘miO, ^ 2()}>,
where the result of the message m i() is drawn from the set {05, 07, 09}, i,e, the identity 
of a student object; while the message m2() has its result being the identity of a 
supervisor. However, the cross-product operation could have given the same result 
as the nest operation if all the message expressions of length one in Meistudeiit), i.e., *
*the equivalence of some object algebra expressions are also presented in section 4.8
 ^Later in this chapter, it is shown that the result of the nest operation is a subclass of the first 
operand. Accordingly, objects of the first operand migrate into the result with their structure being 
extended to carry the new property due to the nest operation
^Actually, there is a selection on the A’iajffclass before nesting
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m e s s a g e s i s t u d e n t )  were to return non-atomic values (object identities) and at least one 
of the message expressions of length one from M e ( s ta f f ) ^  i.e., m e s s a g e s ( s t a f f )  were to 
return an atomic value. To illustrate a third case of the cross-product operation, assume 
that all the message expressions of length one from M e ( s t a f f ) ,  i.e., m e s s a g e s ( s t a f f )  
return non-atomic values (object identities) and at least one of the message expressions 
of length one from M e (stu d cn t)^  i.e., m e s s a g e s i  s tu d e n t )  returns an atomic value. In 
this case, the resulting pair is
< {<0.5, "Adam s"^  4 0 , "M", </>, 6 0 A', oio>, <07, "A dam s"^  4 0 , " M " , </>, 6 0 A\ oio,>, 
<09, " A d a m s "  ^  4 0 , " M "  ^  </>, 6 0 A^  oio>), M e i s t u d e n t ) ) [ j  M e i  s t a f f  ) > ,  
where the message 7ni() returns the identity of a student object supervised by the 
receiving staff object. To illustrate the fourth case of the cross-product operation, 
assume that all the message expressions of length one from M  d i s t a f f )  and M ^istudent)^  
i.e., m e s s a g e s ( s t a f f )  and m e s sa g e s(stu d e n t)^  respectively were to return non-atomic 
values (object identities). The cross-product operation under this condition would 
result in the pair:
< { < " S u s a n " ^  2 5 , "F", </>, 5 , (on , oie}, oio, "A dam s"^  4 0 , "M", r/>, 6 0 A\ oio>, 
< ' T o m " ,  1 8 , "M", 0 , 3 , {oi3, 014}, oio, " A d a m s " ,  4 0 , " M " , (f), 6 0 K ,  oio>, 
< " G e o r g e " ,  2 2 , " M " ,  (j), 5 , (on , om}, 1 5 A^  oio, " A d a m s " ,  4 0 , " M " ,  f ,
6 0 A ^oio>), M e{sU L d en t)[ j  M e { s t a f f ) > .
As mentioned before, the object algebra described in this work handles and produces 
a pair of sets, a set of objects and a set of message expressions to handle objects in 
the first set. So as it deals with sets, two basic set operations, u n io n  and difference,  
are supported by the object algebra; in tersect io n  is defined in terms of the difference 
operation, while the s y m m e tr ic  operation is defined in terms of the union, the
difference and the intersection operations. The union operation returns a pair where 
the set of objects is in general heterogeneous and the set of message expressions is 
calculated as the intersection of the sets of message expressions of the operands. The 
heterogeneous set of objects is the union of the sets of objects of the operands. For 
instance, the union of the pairs:
^ T{jistances (^student), M ^ i s t u d c n t ) ^  and ’^ T^jigidjicQ^istaff), M ^ i s t a f f ) ^  
(corresponding to the s tu d en t  and s ta f f  d a sses , respectively) is the pair:
'^T{jisldnces('Staff)iJT{nsiancesi^^^^^^'^^l'^') ^ e { s t a f f ) f )  M ^ is tu d e i lt )  > 
which also could be represented as:
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<Tinstances(p^'f'^on)-instances(perso7i)  ^ Me{person)>,
The difference operation is handled in one of two ways depending on the relationship 
between the sets of message expressions of the operands. If the set of message 
expressions of the first operand is subset from that of the second operand, the difference 
operation returns objects from the first operand which are not in the second operand; 
message expressions of the result are those of the first operand. Otherwise, it is handled 
as a projection of objects in the first operand on values that have no corresponding 
message expression in the second operand. To illustrate the first case, the difference of 
the pairs:
^^instancesip^^^^^^ ^ ^  and  ^ ^
(corresponding to the person and student classes, respectively) is the pair:
< instances{person)^ Meiperson) >.
On the other hand, the,second case is illustrated by considering the difference between 
the pairs: M^{ research-assist ant) >  and
Tinstances(^^^^^^l')j M.^i^Student) ^
(corresponding to the research-assistant and student classes, respectively) is the pair:
< Tinstances{research-assistant), Me(staff)  > .
4 . 2  O bject A lgeb ra  E xpressions
After the informal description of the object algebra in section 4 .1 , we move into the 
formal definition. To start with, any item that has a pair of sets, a set of objects and a 
set of message expressions, is referred to as an object algebra expression. Since a class 
is defined to have a set of objects and a set of message expressions can be derived for 
a class by definition 3 .5 , a class corresponds to an object algebra expression. Next we 
formally define object algebra expressions. When speaking about len(a:) in any of the 
constraints (if-statements) given in the rest of this thesis, we consider only message 
expressions x such that x returns a stored value with the underlying domain being an 
atomic domain d or 2^  for d being an atomic domain.
Definition 4 . 2  (O bject A lgebra Expressions)
Let E be the set of object algebra expressions.
Being an object algebra expression^ every element of the set E must have a pair of sets 
-a set of objects and a set of message expressions. Thus, formally speaking,
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\/eeE, Me(e) is defined and Tinstances(^) is defined.
Given e \ ^ E  and e2^E;
let M ^ (e i ) - X i ,  Me(e2)= X  'll '^instances (^\)—^ 1; T i^nstances —T2
Elements of E are enumerated as follows:
• Given a class C{, by definition M ^{ci) and Tinstancesi^i) ^re both defined, then 
CieE
• Selection: Given a predicate expression p, ei[p]GE with
M e ( 6 i [ p ] ) - M e ( e i )  =  X l
Tinstances («i[p])={o lo^T’i A p(o) *}
• Projection: Given XCXj, ejXjGE with
Me(ei[X])=:X
T i n s t a n c e s i ^ l  )
The project operation serves to drop the message expressions that are in — X  
while preserving all the instances.
• Cross-Product: (eiXe^jGE with,
M e(e i X 62) =  <
(m iX i) U (?n2-^2) if 3 x,GXi,Ien(x,)=l A 3xj6X2)len(.x-y)=l 
X \  0(7712X2) if Vx,GXi,Ien(xj)>l A 3xj€X2,len(xy)=l
(7711X1) U X2 if 3 x,G Xi,len(x,)=l A Vxj€X2>len(xj)>l
Xi U A"2 if Vx,GXi,len(xi)>l a VxjGX2)l6n(xj)>l
where m\ is message applicable to objects in the result of the first and third 
cases of the definition. Sending 777] to any such object returns the identity of the 
related object from T\. On the other hand, m2 is a message applicable to objects 
in the result of the first and the second cases of the definition. On sending m2 to 
any such object the identity of the related object from T2 is returned. In other
* Given an object o, we use p{o) to denote the evaluation of predicate expression p by o substituting 
for an object variable in p.
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words, mi and 771*2 two messages returning values (object identities) drawn 
from the domains T{ and 7 2 ? respectively.
{o I 3oi G T\ 3o*2 G T 2 A value(o) = identity(oi).identity(o2)} 
if 3:CiGXi,len(x3)=:l A 3xjeX2,len(xj)=l
{o I 3oi G T\ 3o2 G 72 A value{o) = value{oi).ide7itity(o2)} 
if Vx g^ X i ,len(a:{)> 1 A 3a:jGyV2,len(xj) =  l
{o \ 3oi G T\ 3o*2 G 72 A value(o) = identity{oi).value(o2 )} 
if 3xiGXi,len(.x%)--l A VxjG X2?len (xj)>  1
{o I 3oi G 7"i 3o*2 G 72 A value(o) =  value(oi).value(o2 )}
if Vx\-GyYi,len(x{)>l A V x jG X2?len (x j)> l
Tinstancesi^X ^ ^'i) “  ^
where . is being used to indicate a concatenation of the two arguments; it is 
commutative because the resulting value is actually a set of values constructed 
out of the values constituting the two arguments. It is also necessary to indicate 
that the four cases of the cross-product operation are defined to have the operation 
associative and to prevent the migration of objects including atomic values. 
This is important because while non-atomic values are drawn solely from object 
identities and all have the same length, an atomic value may be drawn from 
any of the atomic domains and hence the length may be long enough to make it 
inefficient to move an object with such an atomic value; instead it is referenced 
using its object identity.
Union: (ciUc2)gE with
Me{e\\Je2) = X \[]X 2
Tinstances{^\^^2) -T \ l lT 2
Only message expressions in yYip|-Y2 return some values, including nil from 
objects in T \[jT 2 · However, message expressions in the symmetric difference 
of .Yi and yY2, i.e., .YiA X 2  which is interpreted as (Xi U X 2 )  — (^ if ]  ^2)? 
should return the value %ndefined^^ for a message expression not in the set of 
message expressions forming the same pair with the set of objects from which the
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receiving object is chosen. For instance, objects in answer by “u n d efin ed ” to 
message expressions in (X iA  X f )  -  X \ ,  and objects in T2 answer by “u n defin ed ” 
to message expressions in (A iA  X 2 )  — X-2·
•  D ijference: (c i—C2)gE with
Mfiei -  62) =
if X i QX-2 (by lemma 3 .1)
Xi — X2 otherwise
T i n s t a n c e s i ^ l  ^ 2 )  —
T 1 - T 2  ifX iC X 2
Ti otherwise
• Nest: ( e i > > € 2 ) € E  with 
Me(ei>>€2)=XlU(Tn2 X 2)
where m2 is a message applicable to objects in the result to return the object 
identity of the related object in T2. In other words, the value returned by the 
message m2 from any object in the result is drawn from the domain T2.
T in s ta n c e s (€ i> > e 2 )= { o  | S o i E T i A value(o)=value(oi).t>2, where 0 2 = (o  m2) A
02GT2}
• O n e  level projection: Given XCXj, ex![X]6E with
Me(ei![X])= { x  I 6 X  with x i  returning a stored value, x\ — (x2 m ) A 
le n { x \ )  = le n { x 2 ) - \ - lA ^ x z  6 X1AX3 = (x2 x ) f \ x  = ('« •'C4)} 
U{.7; I 3 xi € X  with x\ returning a derived value, len(x)=l A 
VoiG ^instances (6 i ) 3 oG ^i7i5<a7ices(^ 1 tllB/t
Oi X i z n o x ]
rin5iancei(ei![X])={o | 3 oi€Ti A v a lu e { o ) = { o i  X)t)
The depth of nesting decreases as the length of the longest message expression 
in X  increases. In other words, the depth of nesting is inversely proportional to 
the length of message expressions in X .
^(oi X ) returns the set of the results of the application of elements of X  to oi.
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• Aggregation·. Given X  C  X i  and x,GXi , ei<X,f,x,->eE with
Me(ei<X,f,x,->)=(mi X i)u{m 3}, where m i  is a message which when sent to any 
object in the result returns the object identity of the related object in Ti; m3 is a 
message which returns from any object in the result the value obtained from the 
application of the function /  to objects in T i  which are giving the same result for 
the message expressions in X .  In other words, the value returned by the message 
m3 from any object in the result has its domain being the range of the function 
/·
^ m s i a n c e i ( ^ i ~ { o  | (o  r n i^ C T \  A (0  m 3 ) = f ( { ( o i  X,') I o \ ^ T i  A
Vo2€(o m i), (02 X ) = ( o i  X)})}
The aggregation function is applied, on ei by evaluating the function f on the 
result of the message expression x,· for aU objects that return the same values 
for elements of the set of message expressions X. In other words, objects in Ti 
are partitioned into equivalence classes^ based on the result of the evaluation of 
message expressions in X  against those objects. Then, the aggregate function /  
is applied to objects in each of the equivalence classes by considering the value 
returned by the message expression x, applied to each such object.
• U n n e s t  defined in terms of projection as,
(e i< < e 2) = e i[ X i- X  | X = {m 2 X2) A VoiGTi, (oi m2)GT2]
We project on aU message expressions of ei except those leading to 62-
• Intersection·, defined in terms of the difference operation as,
(eine2) = e i - ( e i - e 2)
• In v erse  project: to add a subset X  of Me(e2) to Me(ei), first Ci and 62 are nested 
then a one level projection is done to have aU M eie^ )  and Me(ei) together forming 
one set; after that projection of the result on M e { e \ ) \ J X  is done to get the target 
set of message expressions in the resulting pair.
ei]e2 : X [ =  (ei > >  «2) \[m e s sa g e s {e i)\ J {m 2  m e s s a g e s { e 2 )) ]  [ M e { e i ) \ J X ]  
where X  C Mg(e2) is the set of message expressions to be added to Me(ei), and 
m2 is a message in the result of ei >>  62 with its domain being Tinstances{^2)·
^An equivalence class is a set of objects having common characteristics such that every two 
equivalence classes are disjoint, i.e., given any two equivalence classes A and B,
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Notice that the one level project operation results in a pair which contains 
M e{e2)· So, the project operation is used to get the required message 
expressions in the result.
The already described formulation of the inverse of the project operation is valid 
for the case of adding some existing methods to a class. However, for the case of 
having X  consisting of new methods X  =  { m i  : /i,m 2 : : f n } ,  (where
m i : f i  specifies the message m i to be used to invoke the method that implements 
the function f i )  the definition is changed to: e i ] X [ E  E  with,
Me{ei\X[) =
Tinstances{^^\\^\) ~  ^¿nsiances(^ 1 )
• Join: defined in terms of cross-product or nest combined with selection,
ei < p >  6 2 - e i X  2^ [p] = >>  62 [p]. □
Using operations of the query language, objects may be constructed out of existing 
ones and new relationships may be introduced into the model. A new relationship is 
an extension to either the state of objects or their behavior. In other words, a new 
relationship has either a stored or a derived value. A stored value is due to the nest 
operation which takes two operands and extends each object in the first to include a 
value referencing object(s) in the second operand, while a derived value is due to the 
inverse of the project operation which extends the behavior of objects in the operand 
without their states being affected. On the other hand, the one-level-project operation 
constructs new objects out of existing objects by collecting values found at different 
levels of nesting. Also the fourth case in the definition of the cross-product operation 
results in new objects, while other cases introduce new relationships.
4.3 Prom an O bject A lgebra E xpression  to  a C lass
After the formal definition of object algebra expressions, we claim that every object 
algebra expression has the characteristics of a class and this follows from the lemmata 
given next in this section. However, before going into the details of the lemmata, 
it is important to recall that, as stated in chapter 3 , by definition a class has a set 
of superclasses, a set of instance variables, a set of methods and a set of objects. 
According to definition 4 .2 , an object algebra expression has a set of objects and a
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set of message expressions. In addition, given a class c, methods(c) and Ivariablcsi^') 
are defined to include methods and instance variables of superclasses of class c. 
Therefore, finding methods and instance variables of a class implicitly leads to the 
set of its superclasses. Furthermore, a method implements a specific function and it is 
invoked via a corresponding message. Consequently, for every method there exists a 
corresponding message; so, finding a set of messages for an object algebra expression 
is equivalent to finding a set of methods; the corresponding method of a given message 
rri is the one which is invoked by the message in when used from the current class 
according to the priority rules given in chapter 5 . As a result, for any object algebra 
expression to have the characteristics of a class, it is enough to find for that object 
algebra expression a set of instance variables and a set of messages; a set of objects is 
already defined. The set of superclasses is explicitly determined in section 4 .4 .
Let €\ and C2 be two object algebra expressions such that M e (e \ )  =  Ah and 
M c(e2 )  =  X 2 ‘ According to definition 4 .2 , a class is an object algebra expression. 
In other words, some object algebra expressions are classes. Thus, assume that 
IvaTiables((^\)  ^ lyariablesi^'i), messages(ci) aiid messages(e'2) are all defined. Based on 
this assumption, we have the following lemmata, 4.1  to 4 .9 , leading to the sets of 
inessages and instance variables of other object algebra expressions and this leads to 
the fact that every object algebra expression corresponds to a class. Lemmata 4.1 to 4.9  
have similar proofs. So only the proof of lemma 4.1  is given, others cum be proved by 
the same way.
L em m a 4.1 Messages and Instance variables of e\[p]: where p is a predicate expression
M e { e i [ p ] ) - X x  = >
. messages(ex[p])—messages(e\)
■ C a r r a 6 / e s ( ^ l  [ / ^ ] )  —  b i a r i a b l e s { ^ \  )
P r o o f :
in E inessages(ei[2j]) 3 x G Me(ei[p]), such that x = in xi (by definition S.5) 
(hut Mfie\[p]) = Mfiei), by definition Jf.2)
<i=i> 3 X 6 A/e(ei), s u c h  th a t x  =  m  X{
<;=> in E inessages(ei) {by definition  3 .5 )
Therefore, m E inessages(ei[p]) in E inessages{e\)
Hence, inessages{e\[p]) = inessages[e\)
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and
iv  G ivariables{€i[p]) 4 = ^  3 7W G Tnessages(e\[p]) s u c h  th a t,
( j i v e n o e  Tinstances(e\[p]), 0 S a t i s f i e s  (o rn) -  v a lu e ( iv )  
(but m essa (jes{e\[p ])  — m e s s a g e s ( e i ) ,  a lr e a d y  p r o v e d  
and T{Tri i^(i,i^Qg{e\(pfj C  T^nstancesiet^ by d efin itio ji  4"^)
r iv  G lyariablcsi^x)
T h e r e f o r e ,  iv  e lvariables(ei[p]) iv £ IvartablcAe\)
Hence, hyartablesi l^llP^ ') — ^variables(_ l^  ^ ^
Before going into the details of the lemma that leads to the messages and instance 
variables of e\[X]^ consider the following algorithm that derives the instance variables 
of ei[X].
A lgorithm  4 . 1  In sta n ce  variables o f  e \[X ]:
0. f o r  ever]! rui G m e s s a g e s { e \ )
1 . Let X i  C M e "" s u c k  that {nii X {)  C X
2 . if Xi i=^ 4> then
/ *  the in sta n ce  variable that corresponds to m  has non-atornic d om ain
3 . i f  ^ivi^Iyariablesi^i) s u c li  that X{ =  M e ( 0 A E ( d o 7 7 ia i n ( iv i ) ) y  then  
iV{ G lyariablesi^ l^i ]^^
e ls e i f  3 iviElyaricibles(<^\) s u c h  that X i C M e ( 0  A E { d o n i a m ( i v i ) ) )  then  
iv i£ lyariablesi^i[^]) and d o m a in ( iv i)  in e \ [X ]  is:
d o m a in { iv i)  := Tinstaiicesi<  dom ain{ivi)^ M ^ iO A E { d o 7 n a in { iv i) ) )  >[A'i])
e 7id i f
elseif3ivieIvaTiabUsie\) such that given oG Timiancesid i^), value(ivi,o)^ =  (o /»,,) then  
the 7nessage 7Ui correspo7ids to the insta7ice va7'iable iv{ which has an ato7n ic  dom ain
10. iV{ G Iyariablesi^ l[^ ]^
11. C7ldif
12. en d for
4·
5.
6. 
1. 
8. 
9.
*Set of all message expressions, i.e., for any cIcLss c, Me{c) C M e
^Evaluating an object algebra expression e leads to the pair < Tmstanoisic), M ,fe) > and 
OAE{Tinstances{e)) denotes the object algebra expression e.
^returns the value of the instance variable ivi in object o
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L em m a 4.2 Algorithm 4,1 returns instance variables of e\[X]
P roof:
The for-loop in step 0 of the algorithm 4.1 iterates over all the messages in niessages(ei ) 
to determine those corresponding to instance variables in Ivariabies(^i)· When such a 
message m{ is found, the corresponding instance variable iv{ is added to Ivariablesi^xi^]) 
with its domain specified depending on the results of the if-statements where:
In step 1, from X  a subset that has all message expressions starting with i.e., 
m i X i  is determined. The tag X i  is considered in step 2 for being non-empty, 
accordingly a non-atomic domain is determined for the instance variable iv{ added 
lo Ivariables(^i[^])· In Step 4 , ivi in Ivariables(^i[^]) has its domain the same as ivi 
in Ivariables(^i)^ because X i  happened to be M ^{0 A E { d o m a i n { i v i ) ) )  For the other
case, i.e., X i  C M ( . {0  A E [ d o m a in f iv i) ) ) , ,  in steps 6 and 7 , the domain of is specified 
as the result of the projection of < dom.ain[ivi)^ M e [ 0  A E [ d o m u i n { i v i ) ) )  > on n 
subset of its message expressions. Since the class which corresponds to the result of the 
projection is proved, later in lemma 4 .11  of section 4 .4 , to be a superclass of that which 
corresponds to the operand, the domain of ivi in IvaTiables[^\[X]) is a superclass of the 
domain of ivi in Ivariablesi^x) wliicli satisfies definition 3 .4 . In step 10 , the domain of 
ivi in Ivariables{^\[^]) Is determined to be the same as the domain o f  ivi in Ivariabiesi/^x) 
for the case of d o m a in f iv i)  being atomic. □
T h eo rem  4.1 Algorithm 4-i determines IvaTiablts{^\[X]) 0 [n  + ki)
where n is card[messages[ei)), p is the number of executions of step 7 of the algorithm 
and ki is card[messages(ej)) with ej being the object algebra expression used as the 
operand in step 7 of the algorithm.
P roof:
The for-loop of step 0 is performed n times and there are three cases to consider 
concerning the statements in the body of that for-loop,
1. In case that the conditions of steps 2 and 3 hold true, only step 4 could be 
performed.
2. In case that the condition of step 9 holds true, only step 10 is performed.
I^n the expression M A O A E [d o m ain [iv i))), ivi in IvariabUsCi) is considered
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3 . In case that the conditions of steps 2 and 5 hold true, steps 6 and 7 are performed.
The first two cases do not have any side effect and therefore without having the 
condition of step 5 holding true in any of the n executions of the for-loop, the algorithm 
executes in time 0 ( n ) .
However, if the condition of step 5 holds true for one of the n executions of the 
for-loop, the algorithm executes in time 0 {n + ^^ ·), where is the number of messages 
in the set of messages of the object algebra expression used as the operand in the 
projection of step 7 . By the same way, having the condition of step 5 holding true p 
times during any of the executions of the for-loop (including subsequent executions) 
leads to have the algorithm performing in 0 {n + ’^ı + k ‘2 + ... + i.e., 0 (n  + ki)
□
L em m a 4.3 Messages and Instance variables of e-i[X]: Given X  C Xj,
. messages(ei[X])={m | m^messages(e\) A 3 x ^ X  with x= m  .r^ ·}
' Ivariables(^i[^]) derived by algorithm fG  as interpreted in lemma 4.2.
L em m a 4,4  Messages and Instance variables of e^  x C2 :
case 1: - if 3x \ E X i , len(x\)= l  A 3x2^X'2) len(x2) = l then 
Me{ci X e2)={mi Xi)[jim2 X 2) = >
. messages(ei x C2 y)={mi,'m-2 }
• I v a r i a b l e s i ^ l   ^ 2^ ) ^^ 2 };
where and domain(iv2) —2 '^ ^^ -^^ ^^ ^^^^ '^ -^ ^^-'^
case 2: - i f ^ x \ £ X \ ,  len(xi)>I  A 3X2E X 2, len(x2) = l then 
M e (e i  X e2)=Xi ^ 2) = >
. messages(ei X e2) =messages{ei)[j{m2}
• ^variables i^X  ^ 2^ ) —l y a r i  ii6ies(^l)U {*^2 })
where .
case 3: - i f 3 x \ ^ X \ ,  len(x\)= l  A 'ix2^ X 2> len(x2)> 1 then 
Me{e\ X e2)={mi Xi)\JX2
. messages(e\ x e2)={m\]\jmessages(e2)
■ Cariabtesi^l ^ ^2)~{*^l} U u^arta6/ei
where .^
□
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case 4 : - ¿/"Va-’iGXi, l e n ( x i ) > l  A 'ix2€.X-2, l e n ( x 2 ) > I  then  
Me(e, x e 2 ) = X i \ J X 2  ^
. m essages(e\ X e 2 )= m e s sa g e s (e i)\ J m e s sa g e s (c 2 )  
■ ^ v a r i a b l e s i ^ l  ^  ^ 2 )  ^ v a r i a b l e s i ^ ^ l  )  L J  v a r i a b l c s ( ^ 2  )
Lemma 4 . 5  M essa g es  and Insta nce variables o f  e\ |Je2: 
M e { e i [ j e 2 ) = X x [ ] X 2  = >
, messages(ei { jc2)=rnessages(ei)[\messages(e2)
• Ivariablesi^^iV] '^2) — lyariablesi^l) fl ^variables(^2)
Lemma 4 . 6  M essa g es  and Insta nce variables o f  e\ — 62
case 1: - i f  X \  C  X2 then
M J ^ e \ - e 2 ) = X \  = >
. m essages(e\ — e 2 )= r n e ss a g e s (e i)
• ^ v a r i a b l e s i ^  \  ^ ' i )  ^ v a r i a b l e s i ^ X ^
case 2: - i f  X \  2  X2
M , { e i - e 2 ) = X i - X 2  = >
. rnessages(ei — e2)=messages(ei)—messages(e2)
» ^ v a r i a b l e s i ^ l  2^) —  ^ v a r i a b l e s  ( e i )  -  I  v a r i a b l e  s i  ^ 2 ^
□
□
Lemma 4 . 7  M essa g es  and In sta n ce  variables o f  e\ >>  62.*
M e ( e i  > >  € 2 )  =  X \  [ J ( ' f n 2  X 2 )  = >
. 7i iessages(ei > >  e2) — n iessa g es(e i)\J{m 2 }
' ^ v a r i a b l e s i ^ l  ^ 2 )  ~  ^ v a r i a b l e s i ^ l ^  i j  w l i e j  e  d o i l i a i n ^ i v i j  2
□
Lemma 4 . 8  M essa g es  and In sta n ce  variables o f  e i\ [X ]:  given X  C X i ,
M(.Xe\\[X]) given in d efin ition  f . 2  = >
. n i e s s a g e s { e \ l [ X ] ) = { m  | '^ x ^ M ^ ie \ l[X ])  with x = m .  ,Tj}
• ^ v a r i a b l e  s i ^ \ ^ \ X \ )  — | d o i T i a i n ^ i v J — d  A V o G 7 ^ n i 5 i a 7 i c e 5  1 * [ ^  ] )
3 n iE ifnessages(ei\[X ])  with (o m ) £ d }  □
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L em m a 4.9 Messages and Instance variables of e\< X ^ f^x i  >: given X  C Xi 
and X{GX\,
M e(ei< X^f^Xi  >) given in definition f .2 = >
. messages(e\ < X, f ^X{  >) = {mi, m3}
• ^ v a r i a b l e s i ^ l  7 ^ ^ 2 }
where domain(iv\)=Tinstances{^\) dorriain(iv2)=  the domain of the result of f  B
The proofs of lemmata 4.3 to 4.9 are omitted as they are similar to the proof of 
lemma 4.1. Informally, since every object algebra expression has a set of message 
expressions, then by considering message expressions of length one, the set of messages 
is derived. Furthermore, the fact that by definition every instance variable has a 
corresponding message leads to the derivation of the set of instance variables of an 
object algebra expression. This is done by collecting from the operand those instance 
variables with a corresponding message in the already derived set of messages.
Combining definition 4.2 and lemmata 4.1 to 4.9, every object algebra expression 
has a set of objects, a set of messages and a set of instance variables; the set of 
superclasses of the corresponding class is determined by lemmata 4.10 to 4.17 given 
next in section 4.4. The set of messages leads to the set of methods because every 
message has a corresponding method. Therefore, an object algebra expression has the 
characteristics of a class leading to the following corollary.
C oro lla ry  4.1 VeG-E, e corresponds to a class c.
P r o o f :
T i n s t a n c e s U )  ^re giveii by definition 4.2;
I v a r i a b l e s ( ^ )  messages(e) are given by lemmata 4.1 to 4.9; 
supers(e) are determined by lemmata 4.10 to 4.17 and algorithm 4.2. 
Therefore, having the characteristics of a class, e is in fact a class c. □
4.4 M axim izing  R eu sab ility
One of the distinguishing features of object-oriented systems is inheritance. Inheritance 
leads to reusability where a class c\ uses the facilities of its superclass c-2 as if those 
facilities were defined within the class c\.
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In general, object-oriented database systems support multiple inheritance. How­
ever, still there exist systems supporting single inheritance, e.g. [69]. Multiple 
inheritance is considered advantageous over and covers simple inheritance. In multiple 
inheritance, reusability is achieved to a greater degree than in simple inheritance. So. 
supporting multiple inheritance in a data model helps in increasing reusability by having 
the flexibility of increasing the number of superclasses if required in a way to increase 
the facilities that a class c inherits and hence decrease the facilities defined inside the 
class c without being inherited. This is one of the reasons behind supporting multiple 
inheritance in the data model described in chapter 3. Later in this section, an algorithm 
which adjusts the set of superclasses of a given class aiming at maximizing reusability 
is introduced.
Let I  and L be the inherited and non-inherited (locally defined) facilities of a class, 
respectively. Facilities of a class include the structure (instance variables) and behavior 
(messages) defined for its objects. The total facilities of a class are / |J  L. Our aim is to 
maximize /  and hence minimize L, as the sizes of the two sets are inversely proportional,
i.e., as one increases the other decreases and vice versa. For that purpose, we change 
the classes found in the set of superclasses of a class to include classes that maximizes 
/. To do that, the inheritance relationship between object algebra expressions \s defined 
first. Based on that relationship, we prove that an object algebra expression e inheriting 
from other object algebra expressions ei, 62, leads to have the corresponding class 
c to inherit from classes ci, c'2, T h i s  completes the proof of corollary 4.1 where 
stipers(c) are determined due to lemmata 4.10 to 4.17 and theorem 4.2 given next in 
this section.
D e f in i t io n  4 .3  ( P a r t ia l  O r d e r in g  ( < e )  a m o n g  o b j e c t  a lg e b r a  e x p r e s s io n s )
Given two object algebra expressions e\ and e^ ij we say that e\ inherits from e^, 
i.e., Cl <e C2 iff:
T Me(c2)C  Me(ei)
2 · Ti-fistajicesi/ l^) C: -f^ nisia7ice5(^2) ^
Notice that definition 4.3 considers only message expressions and total instances which 
are the characteristics known for an object algebra expression by definition 4.2. Other 
characteristics leading to a class and given in lemmata 4.1 to 4.9 are not considered. 
After having every object algebra expression to be corresponding to a class
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by corollary 4.1, it is necessary to decide on the inheritance relationshij) l)et\veen 
the class that corresponds to a given object algebra expression and other existing 
classes. It is enough to decide on the inheritance relationship l)etween object algebra 
expressions, because theorem 4.2 leads to the inheritance relationship between the 
corresponding classes. Based on definition 4.3, the following lemmata 1.10 to 4.17 
lead to the inheritance relationship between object algebra expressions. Based on 
such relationship, the inheritance relationship between the corresponding classes is 
determined.
Given two object algebra expressions e\ and e'2; let iV/e(ei) = A"i and Me(e-2) = X 2· 
Lemmata 4.10 to 4.17 give the inheritance relationship between object algebra 
expressions. This way is followed because the proofs of lemmata 4.10 to 4.17 are 
straightforward following from definitions 4.2 and 4.3, as illustrated by sketching the 
proofs of lemmata 4.10 and 4.11. From lemmata 4.10 to 4.17 and based on theorem 4.2, 
supers(c) for the class c which corresponds to a given object algebra expression e could 
be determined and later adjusted by algorithms 4.2 where reusability is maximized.
L em m a 4.10 Inheritance relationship of e\[p] with e\, xohere p is a predicate 
expression^
e\[p] <e
P roof: (Bxy definition)
~  a n d  - T i j i s t a n c e s i ^ ' l i p ] )  ^  B i n s t a n c e s i ^ ' l )  d t  J  l l l l t l O l l  \  . 1 )
^\[p] (by definition  4.3) □
L e m m a  4 .1 1  Inheritance relationship of ci[X] with e\, where X  C .Y i,
Cl <e ei[X].
P roof: (By definition)
and T{jis^ancesi^\[X]^ — ^ instaJiccsiy l^  ^ [by dc f  lllltiou \ . 1 ) 
^\[X] {by definition A.'i) □
L em m a 4.12 Inheritance relationship of e\ x C2 with e\ and C2:
case I: - if 3x \ £Xi ,  len(x\)=i  A 3.T2G-Y2; len(x2) = l then
{ei X 62) {ci X 62) 2^
case 2: - i f ^ x i ^ X i ,  len(x\)>l  A 3x2^ X ‘1j lcn(x2) = I then
(ei X C2) <e ei
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case S: - i f 3 x \ ^ X \ ,  len(x\) = l A len(x2)> I
(ci X e-2) <e e-2
case 4: - i / y x ^ e X u  l e n f x j y l  A Vx‘2^A^2; len(x2)> I then
{e\ X €2) <e «Hi/ (ei X 62) <e €2
L em m a 4.13 Inheritance relationship of e i l j 2^ ^ith e\ and e?:
Cl <e (eiU<^2) 2^ <e (eiU^2).
L em m a 4.14 Inheritance relationship of e\ — C2 xoith e\ and co: 
case 1 : - if X \  C X2 theii
(61- 62) <e ei
6056 2: - if X i % X 2 then
(^ '1 - ^ 2)
L em m a 4.15 Inheritance relationship 0/(61 > > 62) oi,
(o i> > e2) <e oi
L em m a 4.16 Inheritance relationship of 6i![.V] with e\, loliere X  C X^, 
e\![X] oi and 61 oi![yY],
□
□
□
□
□
L em m a 4.17 Inheritance relationship 0/ 61 < X ,/ ,  .Ti> with e\, where X  C A'l and 
^ z £ X 1
C i< X ,f ,X i> ^e  0i and Cl e i< X ,f ,X i>  □
Although omitted, the proofs of lemmata 4.12 to 4.17 follow from definitions 4.2 and 4.3 
by the same way as the proofs of lemmata 4.10 to 4.11 are done. After deciding 
on the inheritance relationship between object algebra expressions, theorem 4.2 leads 
to the inheritance relationship among the corresponding classes. First the OBJECT 
class is assumed to be the direct superclass of any class c (sxipers(c) = (/>) that 
corresponds to an object algebra expression resulting from a query. Then other user 
defined classes are Included in supers(c) by applying the appropriate lemma out of 
lemmata 4.10 to 4.17 followed by the application of theorem 4.2. In other words, given 
an object algebra expression, at the start /  of the corresponding class is assumed empty. 
However, the following theorem is considered for a first step towards maximizing /  and
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hence minimizing L by deriving the inheritance relationship between classes based 
on the inheritance relationship between the corresponding object algebra expressions, 
according to lemmata 4.10 to 4.17.
T h eo rem  4.2 Let e\ and e-2 be two object algebra expression.^ with c\ and c-i being 
their corresponding classes by corollary j. I, respectively.
Cl <e 2^ C\ <c C'2
P roof:
First of all lemmata 4.1 to 4.9 give messages(c\) and messages(c2).
Cl <e 62 <=> Me(e2) C M^iei) and Tinstancesi^X^ ^  T-instance si
(by definition 4.3)
messa(jes{c2) C messages{ci) (by lemma 3.1)
and
iv G IvariablesiC'l) <=> 3 111 G meSSCKjesiC'i) such that given O G TinstanccsiC'l),
. o satisfies o m = value(iv)
(but messages(c2) C messages(ci)^ already proved)
--------^  i ' ^  ^  l y a r i a b l e s i ^ l )
--------^  ^ v a r t a b l e s i ^ ' l )  Q  l ^ v a r i a b l e s { ^ l )
messages{c2) C messages{c\) A
^ v a r i a b l e s { ^ 2 )  ^  ^ v a r i  a b l e s i ^ l )
Therefore, ei <e 62
□Hence, Cl <c C2
Theorem 4.2 determines if any classes should constitute supers(c) for a given class 
c which corresponds to an object algebra expression e. This is considered as a first step 
towards the maximization of / .  The maximization of I  and hence the minimization of 
L continues by considering the classes which are either direct or indirect superclasses 
of the class c which corresponds to an operand in the object algebra expression c 
due to corollary 4.1, as candidates for inclusion in supers{ci)^ where ci is the class 
corresponding to e. For that purpose, the Inheritance List of the class c, denoted 
IL(c)^ is defined and used to maximize I  by algorithm 4.2 given next in this section. 
The maximization of /  makes sense for the case of having ci < 62, where ci and ('2 
are an operand in and the result of an object algebra expression, respectively. It is 
intended to have the IL(c) ordered from the OBJECT class towards the class c, i.e., 
direct subclasses of the OBJECT class (on a path from the class c to the OBJECT class)
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should be near the head of the list and direct superclasses of the class c {s ' upc rsic })  
should be near the tail of the list.
D e f in i t io n  4 .4  ( I n h e r i t a n c e  L is t )  Given a class c, IL{c) is defined to include:
1. supers(c) C IL(c)
2. V Ci G IL(c)^ we have supers(ci) C IL(c),
supers(ci) are placed at the head of IL (cY  □
The motivation behind having IL{c) being ordered becomes clear after algorithm 4.2. 
where it is important to start with classes near the OBJECT class while checking classes 
for inclusion in the set of superclasses of class c\ (the result of an operation on c). This 
is so because the reusability increases as one moves from the OBJECT class down in 
the lattice, i.e., as the number of classes on a path from the OBJECT class to a given 
class increases. This is proved in theorem 4.3, given next.
T h e o r e m  4 .3  Reusability increases as the length of a path from the OBJECT class to 
a given class increases.
P r o o f :
Consider two classes c\ and c-2 such that = Ic2 a,nd ¿^2 ^  ^ci i 
çı and C'2 are direct subclasses of the same classes, i.e., supers(ci) = supersic?]. Since 
supers(ci) = supers(c2)^  the number of paths from C] to the OBJECT class is equal 
to the number of paths from C2 to the OBJECT class because every such path passes 
by a superclass. Also, for every path from c\ to the OBJECT class, there is a path 
with the same length from c'2 to the object class. Let C{ be a common superclass with 
/ being the length of a path from ci to the OBJECT class. Then / + 1 is the length of 
the paths from c\ and C2 to the OBJECT class passing via C{.
Since Lc2 Ç the following can be done to have c\ <c C2:
/cj is maximized by including C2 in supers{ci) and Lci is set to Lci “  LC2 ·
By including C2, supers(c2) are eliminated from supers(ci) as they become indirect 
superclasses of c\. So, an increase in reusability has been achieved by having the 
length of the path from c\ to the OBJECT class being increased after including (*2. □
*order of classes in IL{c) is important, since in algorithm 4.2 classes near to the OBJFX/T class are 
going to be considered first.
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A lg o rith m  4.2 (M axim ize I)
Maximize I  of 62 for the case of having c \<  C2, where e\ is an operand and e-2 is 
the result of an object algebra expression
1 . Let Cl and ci be the classes that correspond to an operand in an object algebra 
expression e\ and the expression C2 itself, respectively.
2. For any class C{, let Ci be the corresponding object algebra expression.
3. Find IL{ci) by definition j . j .
4 . Forj:=l to card{IL{ci))
adjust the schema 
if C2 <e then
supers(c2) := supers[c2) — supers{cj) 
supers(c2) := S'upers(c2)[j [cj]
f a r i a b l t s i ^ ' l )  ^ v a r i a b l e s i ^ ^ ' l )  ~ ~  I v a r i a b l e s ( ^ j )
messagesici) := messagesici) — messages(cj) 
endif 
endfor
5. For every Ck G supers{ci)
discard from supers{c\) any class which has been added to supersicy) in 
step 4; becomes an indirect superclass of c\ 
if Ck G supers{c2) then
super s(ci) = super s(ci) — {c/j} 
endif 
endfor
L em m a 4.18 Algorithm 4-2 maximizes reusability when c\ < e-2; where c\ and C2 arc 
the operand and the r^esult of an object algebra expression.
P roof:
In step 3 of algorithm 4.2, the IL[c\) is determined. In step 4, elements of IL{c\) 
are checked in order, starting with those which are near the root OBJECT class until 
the direct superclasses of ci are reached. This order is followed for being important 
in increasing reusability according to theorem 4.3 as we go from the OBJECT class
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down in the lattice. The possibility of the inclusion of the checked class in supers{c2) 
is always considered in a step to maximize / .  The optimum is achieved in the case 
that any of the classes in s'upers{ci) moves into supers(c2). In step 5, classes found 
in supers{ci)f] supersici) are discarded from supers{c\) to maintain the relationshi]) 
sгL·pers{c\)[\ supers{c2) = (¡). □
T h eo rem  4.4 Algorithm .{,2 executes in time 0 (n  + k), where n is the number of 
classes in IL(ci) and k is the number of classes in supers{c\).
P r o o f :
The if-statement in the body of the for-loop of step 4 is performed once for each of the 
classes in IL{c\) and therefore it is performed card{IL{ci)) = n times. On the other 
hand, the if-statement i;i the body of the for-loop of step 5 is performed once for each 
of the classes in supers{c\) and therefore it is performed card{supers{c\)) = k times. 
Hence, the whole algorithm is performed in time 0{n  + k), □
Algorithm 4.2 maximizes reusability by increasing the number of classes along 
a path from the OBJECT class to a class which corresponds to an object algebra 
expression. It is meaningless to apply algorithm 4.2 to classes which are already 
subclasses of the class that corresponds to the operand(s). In those cases, /  has already 
been maximized by c\ itself being included in supers{c2)· Rather, algorithm 4.2 is useful 
in cases where the class that corresponds to the result is a superclass of the class that 
corresponds to the operand(s) and mainly for the results of the projection operation, 
the union o])eration and the second case of the difference operation.
It has been shown that the class C{ corresponding to the output from a query could 
also be a subclass of the operand(s), e.g., the result of the nest operation is a subclass 
of the first operand. Consequently, it is necessary to decide on the subclasses of such a 
class, if any. Already, it has been shown that via algorithm 4.2 it is possible to decide 
on the superclasses of the class C2 when such a class is a superclass of the operand(s). 
In other words, superclasses and subclasses of the result C2 has been decided on for the 
case of having the result ci as a superclass of the operand(s). On the other hand, when 
the result C2 is a subclass, its superclasses are known to be the operand. However, 
it is important to decide on the subclasses of ci for placing the result naturally in 
the lattice. For this purpose, there are two applicable approaches. In the first, all 
subclasses of the operand are made subclasses of the class C2 [c2 becomes the only
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direct subclass of the operand). In the second, every subclass c of the operand results 
in an artificial subclass c' of itself. Objects in instances{c) migrate into instancesic’) 
(the corresponding artificial subclass) and hence are considered in TinsUmcesi '^')·
Given any two classes C{ and Cj which result in the artificial subclasses c· and c(, 
respectively, having C{ as a subclass of Cj leads to have c'· as a subclass of c '. Formally, 
C{ < Cj c'· < Cj. The artificial classes corresponding to the direct subclasses of 
the operand are made direct subclasses of the class c-2 (the result of the object algebra 
expression) which is the only subclass with no corresponding artificial class. It is an 
implementation issue to make artificial classes invisible to and inaccessible by the user.
In the first approach, the definition of all subclasses of the operand has to be 
extended to capture the additional property due to the new class C2· It may be 
semantically undesirable to make reachable the additional properties acquired by 
objects in those classes except when such objects are accessed for being in Tinstances((^2)· 
From such a point of view, the second approach seems more reasonable where the new 
properties are made accessible solely from class c-2, which is the exact target. The 
second approach is formalized in the following algorithm.
A l g o r i t h m  4 .3  ( S u b c la s s e s  o f  t h e  r e s u lt  fo r  t h e  s u b c la s s  c a s e )
/ *  due to this algorithm a sublattice of artificial classes equivalent to that rooted at the 
operand is constructed with its root being the output from the query with the operand 
as a superclass.
1. Let Cl and C2 be the classes corresponding to the operand in and the output from 
a query such that ci should be a subclass of C\ (c2 < c\, but C2 has not been added 
as a subclass of C\ yet).
2. Let L be a list of classes which is initially empty.
3. Let Cjn and Cn '·= (’2
4. For every direct subcla.ss cj of c^ n
- create an artificial subclass c)
- move objects in instances(cj) into instances(c'j)
- make c'j a subclass of c^ ,^ z.e., supers{c'j) := {c,J
- add Cj to the list L
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5. Until L becomes empty
- := head(L)
- Cn := /  * the artificial class corresponding to
- delete Cj^  from L
- perform step 4
6. make co a subclass of c\, i.e,, supers{c2) := {ci}
L em m a 4.19 Algorithm 4-3 determines subclasses of the result for operations resulting 
in a subclass of the operand(s).
Proof:
The first execution of step 4 creates an artificial subclass for each of the direct subclasses 
of the operand c\ and all these artificial classes are made direct subclasses of the output 
C2 from the query. In step 5, every one of the subclasses of c\ for which some artificial 
subclass has been created is considered. Steps 4 and 5 are iteratively executed until 
all the direct and indirect subclasses of the operand c\ are considered. Always objects 
migrate from a class into its corresponding artificial subclass. The overall result of this 
iterative execution is the construction of a sublattice of artificial classes rooted at the 
resulting class C2 and symmetric to the sublattice rooted at the operand c\. This way, 
the new values added due to the evaluated operation are accessible solely from within 
the class C2 corresponding to the output of the query. □
T h eo rem  4.5 Algorithm 4-3 executes in time 0{n), where n is the number of direct 
and indirect subclasses of the operand class c\ .
P roof:
Step 4 is first performed for all the direct subclasses of the operand class. Step 5 
causes the execution of step 4 for the direct subclasses of every subclass considered 
previously in step 4. Therefore, steps 4 and 5 are performed interchangeably until all 
of the direct and indirect subclasses of the operand class are considered. Hence, the 
algorithm executes in time 0 {n). □
Any of the artificial classes created in step 4 has only inherited properties; inherited 
from the class it was created from and the new property due to the evaluated query
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inherited from the class C). The choice of which approach to follow depends on the 
desirable semantics and whether it is feasible to deal with such artificial classes due to 
the second approach.
4.5 Illu strative E xam ples
In this section, several examples are included to illustrate the distinguishing aspects 
of the query model presented in this chapter. The examples given next in this section 
will assume the classes presented in chapter 3.
E xam ple  4.1 Select students attending the course T5?565"
Si=student^s /'C5S’565" G .s courses() code()]
where jj indicates that the variable 6· is bound to and ranges over the objects of the 
operand, here the student class. More than one variable may range over objects of an 
operand. For example, st'iLdent'^s\'^S2 indicates that .si and $2 range over objects of 
the student class. In the predicate expression, "C5565" G s courses() code(), the right 
hand side is of the form (o ,7:); hence satisfies definition 4.1. The use of =, calls for an 
evaluation of this query on a temporary basis. Thus, the resulting pair S\ consists of 
the sets Tinstances{S\) = {o5,og} and M^[S\) = Meistudent). Notice that the student 
with object identity 07 is not included in Tinstances(Si) because of not attending the 
course "C5565".
We differentiate between temporary and persistent evaluations of a query, where 
an assignment free query is always evaluated on a temporary basis while we use = and 
:= to differentiate between temporary and persistent based evaluations, respectively. 
While a temporary based evaluation of a query ends by finding the pair of sets in the 
result, a persistent based evaluation continues with the finding of class characteristics 
of the determined pair by using lemmata 4.1 to 4.17, theorem 4.2 and algorithm 4.2 is 
applied to have the result properly and naturally placed in the lattice.
E xam ple  4.2 Find brothers of ‘Adams\
person^pi[pi sex() A 3 p2 e Tinstancesip^'f'^oji) A />2 namc{) =
'Adams'^ A 3 P3 G Tinstances{p^rson) A {puP2} Ç P3 childreni)]
In this example, the operand is the pair < Tinstances(p( '^f''^on)  ^ Mciperson) > and the 
output is the pair < {og}, M^iperson) >. The predicate expression of this example
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guarantees that the objects in the result are solely those who are children of the same 
person as ''Adams".
E xam ple  4.3 Find the wife of "Smith" assuniing that they have children.
person'ip [3pi G Tinstancesiv^T'soii) h p\ uame{) Smith" h p sex() =" F"
A Pi c h i l d r e n i )  = p c h i ld r e n ()]
The predicate expression of this example filters objects in the operand <Tinst(inces[p^-^'^on) 
Me(person) > to return as a result the pair < {02}, Meiperson) > where the included 
object is that having the same children with "Smith".
E xam ple  4.4 Assume that the student class were not present in the lattice and the 
research-assistant class is defined as:
research-assistant < [staff]., year'.integer., courses: course >
To derive the student class as a persistent, class and assuming that a student ¿ittends 
the department he worlds in^  the research-assistant class is projected with respect to a 
set o f  messages;
student:=research-assistant [{name()j age(), sex(), children(j, year(), courses(),
w orks-i7i ( ) —^ student-in()}  ]
where works-in()—^ student-in(), indicates message renaming. The .subset {name{). 
age(), se;r(), children()} of the projection set could be replaced by ■message.sfpcrsoir) 
because the latter is the implicit representation of the former. So, the query could have 
been coded by implicitly specifying the projection .set as:
student:=research-assistant[{year(), courses(), works-in()-^.student-in()]
(J messagesiperson)]
According to lemma 4.11 and theorem 4.2, the derived student class will be a direct 
superclass of the research-assistant class with supers(student) = (j) and
= [ n a m e s tr in g , age'.integer, sex'.['M", "F"], children:pcrson. 
year : integer, courses: course, student-in.'department] 
messages{student) = {name(), age(), sexQ, childrenQ, year(), courses{),
student-in()}.
Tinstancesi^i'^^ent) = Ti7i5ia?ice5( =  {09} and instances(student) = o 
(not {05, oj] because of the assumption that the student class were not in the lattice 
and thus it is impossible to speak about instances of a class which does not exist).
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In general a class c derived by an object algebra expression has instances{c) = (¡) 
just after its derivation. Later the set instances(c) may be extended to include new 
instances as they exist.
Due to algorithm 4.2 which aims to maximize reusability, the derived student 
class will be recognized as a subclass of the person class and naturally placed in the 
lattice to have supers(student) = {person] with lyariables(c) ^nd messagesic) adjusted 
accordingly.
E xam ple  4.5 Find the names and courses of students attending at least one course 
students [s coursesQ ^  (j)] ![{name()j courses() code()]J
Notice the use of the message expression, courses() code()^ which is a concatenation of 
two messages, one from each of student and course classes, respectively. First students 
attending some courses are selected and the pair < {05, 07, o^]^ M^{student) >  ^ i.e., all 
objects in Tinstances{^i>'^dent) are selected in the result. Second, the one level project 
operation is performed with the pair obtained by the selection operation as the operand 
to get the pair
{"C5565", "C5578"}>, {"C5211", T/,9330"}>,
<"George'\ {"C5565", "C5578"}>}, {name{), code{)}> 
as the result.
E xam ple  4.6 Let net-s(dary(t) he a method defined in the staff class to return the 
net salary of a staff member after deducting taxes at the rate o ft .  To get the names 
and net salaries o f staff members, assuming t= 0.1 , write: 
s ta f f  ![{name(), net-salary(0. 1)]]
In this example, net-salary(t) returns a value derived in terms of the stored value salary. 
The operand is the pair <Tinstances{^i^ff)’> M e(^taff)> ,  while the output is the pair 
< {<^^Smitlf\ 45/v >, <^'Adams^\ 54A^>, <^George^', 13.5A'>}, {naine{), 777()}> , 
where m{) is a message added to the result to handle the values derived by the net- 
salary (0. 1) method and included in each of the objects in the output pair.
E xam ple  4.7 Assume that both the student and the s ta f f  classes have an instcince 
variable ^fiekV specifying the field of interest. To assign every student the set of staff 
members that he can consult, assuming that a student Ccin consult staff members 
sharing his field of interest, we write:
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(student^si >> (s ta f f  -  research-assistant)^s2) f^\ fi^ld() = .s*2 field()] 
where is an object variable bound to objects of the student class and s>2 is bound to 
objects in the result of the difference operation. The student class is nested with the 
difference of the staff and research-assistant classes, by assigning to every student the 
set of staff members satisfying the given predicate expression; which is actually a join 
operation as follows:
siudentf^si < = S2 field() > (s ta f f  — research-assistant)^s2
E xam ple  4.8 Find couples having at least one child.
person'ipi >> perso7i^p2 [pi sex() A p2 sex() F" /\ p\ children() ^  <p f\
P\ children() = p 2 children()]
The pair <Tinstances(p^'^''^on), Mc(perso7i)> is nested with itself by assigning to every 
male person the female sharing the same children. The result is the pair 
< {<'[S7nith/\ 45, "M", {oi, 07}, 50A\ oiq, 02 >}, Me(perso7i)[j(7n() M^(perso7i))>, 
where m() is a message added to the result to return from any object in the output 
pair the object identity of his wife.
In this example, using the cross-product operation instead of the nest operation 
returns the pair: <{<^^6, ^2>}j (7n,() Me(person))[j(m\() Me(perso7i ) )> ,
where 7ii() and mif) are two messages added to the result to return from any object in 
the output pair the object identity of the male and the female, respectively.
E xam ple  4.9 Find the departmient whose head is "Ada7ns''.
depart7nent^d[d head() 7ia7ne() —’'Adams"]
The oxitput pair of this query is the pair:
< {<"Co77iputer Scie7ice", og >, Me(depart7ne7it) >.
E xam ple  4.10 Fi7id students atte7idi7ig the department whose head is "Ada7ns".
stiLde7itls[s stude7it-i7i() head() 7ia7ne() Adams"]
The same queny can also be coded as:
(st7Lde7it^Si >> staff'(^S2[s{ student-in() head() = •S2])jt-‘»'3
[sg 7n() 7ia7ne() =" Ada7ns"][7nessages(stude7it)]
While the output pair due to the first form of the query is:
^  ^instances(st7Lde7lQ, M (¡(stude7lt] ,
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the output pair of the second form of the query is the result of the project operation on 
the pair returned by the selection operation applied on the result of the nest operation. 
The nest operation assigns to every student object the identity of the chairperson of 
his department and returns the pair:
< {<",S’(i.sa7i", 2.5, "F", (j), 5, {on, om}, oio, os>,
18, "M", (J), 8 , {oi3, Oh ), Oio, og>,
<"GeoT(je", 22, "M'\ cj), 5, {on, ou;}, oio, 15A', Oio, os>},
M s tu d e n t ) [ j ( 7n() Me(staff)) >..
Here, inQ is a new message iiiulerstandable by the objects in the resulting pair to return 
the chairperson of the attended department. Since the chairperson is himself a staff 
member, any of the message expressions in M e(staff) could be applied to the result 
of the message m{). Consequently, the selection operation filters objects in the result 
of the nest operation to return those attending the department chaired by ^'Adams^\ 
In this example, no object has been eliminated because all the objects in the result of 
the nest operation are attending the department chaired by "Adams’' and hence the 
pair resulting from the selection operation is the same pair obtained as the result of 
the nest operation. Finally, the project operation produces a pair which includes the 
same set of objects returned by the nest operation but the set of message expressions 
is Me(studcnt).
E x a m p le  4 .1 1  Find students attending the department in which "Adams" is working. 
{studentls\ >> staffls2[s\ student-in()— S2 works-infj A S2 7ia7ne() =
"4 i/a77?.6"])H.S3[6'3 77i() 7^  (i>]l7nessages(st7idcnt)]
This que7'y could be i7iterq)7'cted by the sa7ne way as the seco7id foiin of example 4.10.
E x a m p le  4 .1 2  Assume that the pe7'S07i class were not present in the lattice (thus, 
objects in i7ista7ices(stude7it) are ignored in this example) with the studemt and the 
staff classes defined as follows:
studc7it < 0, na7ne:st7nngj age:i7iteger^ sex:fWi’\ child7'e7i:person, year:i7itege7\
cou7'ses:cou7'se, stude7it-i7i:depa7ime7it >
s ta f f  < 0, 7iame:st7i 7ig,age:intege7\sex:f'M^\ chikhe7i:pe7'son, sakmj:i7itegc7\
XDorks-i7i:depa7't7ne7it>
The person class is derived as:
p e rso 7i : =  s t u d e 7i t [ j  s t a f f
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According to lemma 4.13 and theorem 4.2, the person class is a superclass of both 
operands and includes the union of their objects, but the intersection of their message 
expressions as stated in lemma 4.5. Thus,
T i r i s t a n c e s i P ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ^ )  —  T { j i s t ( i j i c ^ s ( s t u d c 7 l Q  [ J ' l  i n s t a n c e  f )  ч
Me(person) = Me(student) f] Me(staff)^
lyariablesip^'f'son) = {iKime I string, age:integer, "F"], children: per son]
messages{student) = [7iame{)^ sex{)^ children{)]
Actually, the derived person class due to this query is the same person class defined in 
chapter 3.
E xam ple  4.13 Find students who are not research assistants 
student — research-assistant
Since Mç{student) — Me{research-assistant) = ф, because Mç{student) Ç M^{research- 
assistant), in the output pair Me(student) is returned according to definition J^ .2. 
Remembei'ing that Tinstancesb'^^^o.'f'ch-assistant) Ç Tinsiances{^ l^''^ ^^ ^^ '^^ 'l^ )> Ihe same query 
can be coded using the select operation as follows: 
s tu d en ts  [s ^
Here s is bound to objects in the student class.
Regardless of which one of the two forms is considered, the output pair of this query 
is <instances[student)^ Me{student)>.
E xam ple  4.14 In example it was assumed that 1=0.1 is fixed for all staff members. 
In this example, we assume t=0.1 for research-assistants and t=0.15 for other staff 
members. To find the names and net salaries of staff members, we write:
(staff — research-assistant) ![[name(), net-.salary(0.15)]]
U research-assistant ![{name(), net-salary(0.1)}]
First the difference operation is used to find staff members who are not research 
assistants; then the one level project operation is applied on the result with t=0.15 
and on research-assistants with t= 0.1; the union of both results is considered to be 
the output from this query. However, this formulation of the query assumes a previous 
knowledge of all the subclasses of the staff ddiss. Also, this formulation seems reasonable 
because of having only a single subclass of the staff cldiss. Otherwise, it is cumbersome to 
handle such a query by considering the given formulation. Rather, a general formulation
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regardless of the number of subclasses without the need to know all of them is possible 
as follows:
0 AE{instances{staff)) ![{name()j net-salary(0.15)}]
IJ 0 AE{Tinstances{^l'0. f f ) —i'^istances{staff)) ![{name(), net-salary(0.1)}] 
In this formulation, we benefit from having instances(staff)  being defined to include 
objects in the staff ddiss not common with any of its subclasses.
E xam ple  4.15 Find pnirs of students attending the same courses
(student^ Si  X student'^S2) [<si coursesQ =  S2 courses{) A 6'i naine{) < S2 name()\
The result of this query is the pair:
< { < 05, Og>}, (mi() Me(student))\J{7n2() Me{student))>
Where m i() and 77^ 2() messages added to return the first and second
constituting values (object identity) of a receiving object from the resxdting pair, 
respectively.
Remember from definition 4.2 that, when combined with a selection operation, 
both of the cross-product and the nest operations result in a join operation. While 
the join due to a nest is an outer-join, the join due to a cross-product is an inner-join. 
Notice that the result of the query of example j.15 will be a direct subclass of the root 
because the student class has some instance variables with atomic domains. However, 
using nest instead of cross-product forces the result to be a subclass of the student 
class. The difference is due to the fact that while the nest operation appends to every 
student a set of identities of related students, the cross-product operation on the other 
hand forms, according to the definition of cross-product operation in definition 4.2. 
new values each consisting of the identity of a student together with the identity of a 
related student as indicated.
E xam ple  4.16 Find staff members earning more than the average salary in their 
department
s t a f f >> s ta f f  < {works-in()}, average., salaryQ > ^S2
[•Si G 2^ ^^ 0^ A .Si salaryQ > S2 avsalaryQ] [{7ia7/ie()}]
where m() and av.salary() are the two messages in the result of the aggregate function 
application operation to return the set of object identities of staff members working 
in the same department and the calculated average salary, respectively; the message
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avsalaryi) is a concatenation of the first two letters of the applied function, average^ 
with the last message in the used message expression, here salary(). The staff cl^ss is 
nested with the result of the application of the aggregate function average on staff 
members grouped by works-in(). In other words, first the set Tinstancesi^to.ff) is 
partitioned into equivalence classes based on the result of the message expressions in 
the set {works-in()} by collecting in the same equivalence class staff members working 
for the same department. The second step is the application of the message expression 
salary0  to every object to get the corresponding salary and the aggregate function 
average is applied to get the average salary for objects in every equivalence class, 
separately to get the pair: < {o\t <{oe^ og, 09}, 41.667A^>}, {m(), avsalary()j >.
The staff class is nested with this pair resulting from the aggregate function application 
operation to get the pair:
< {<''97riz7/i", 45, "M", {oi, 07}, 50A^ oio, oi7>,
<^'Adams'', 40, "M"^ (/), 60A", oio, Oi7>,
<"George"^ 22, "M", (j), 15A  ^ oio, 0i7>, },
Me{staff)[j{mi{)  m(), rnff) avsalaryi)} >, 
where m\ is a message added to the result of the nest operation to facilitate reaching the 
related objects in the pair resulting from the aggregate function application operation. 
Then those staff members satisfying the given predicate expression are selected and 
finally projection on [name()} is performed. The overall result of this query is the pair 
<{<"Smith"^  45, "M", {oi, 07}, 50A^ oio, o\7 >,
<"Adams"^ 40, "M"^ </>, 60A) oio, 0i7>}, {name()}>
E xam ple  4.17 Find students taking the same number of credits 
studentl =: student < {name{))^sum^courses[) credit{) >
{studentllsi >>  studentl'^S'i) [ i^ sucredit{) = .^ 2 sucredit{) A
.si m() name{) < S2 77i() na777e()]
studentl is evaluated on a temporary basis due to the usage of =. The aggregate 
function sum is evaluated against the result of the message expression courses() credit() 
after grouping objects in the student class by collecting together students giving for 
whom the same result is returned by message expressions in the set {name()], i.e., 
every student is handled separately assuming that name is unique.
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4.6 R ecursive Q ueries
Recursive query evaluation is a capability of deductive database systems that 
conventional database systems do not support well if at all. In this section, we describe 
how to handle linear recursive queries which are the ones in which only one appearance 
of the recursive predicate is allowed on the right hand side of a Horn clause [4]. Horn 
clauses are used in logic based languages as illustrated in the following example which 
returns the ancestors of a person: 
ancestor(x,y):- parent(x,y). 
ancestor(x,y):- ancestor(x,z) A parent(z,y).
A recursive query assumes some base elements in the resulting set, and keeps on 
adding elements satisfying a given criteria specified via a predicate expression, until 
no more elements could be added. The evaluation of a recursive query is equivalent 
to determining the transitive closure of the resulting set. It is in general, a selection 
with the predicate expression consisting of the disjunction of two or more predicate 
expressions, which implies that the truth value of one of them being true is enough 
to decide on the truth value of the whole predicate expression to be true. Only the 
selection operation is considered in recursive queries because the join and the projection 
operations which are explicitly utilized while handling recursive queries in the relational 
‘model are considered implicit in an object-oriented data model. One of the predicate 
expressions is responsible for including in the result of the query some starting objects 
based on which a recursive evaluation of the other predicate expressions is handled 
until no more objects could be added to the result. The predicate expression which is 
responsible for including the base objects in the result of the query which at the start 
is empty, is not considered any more except for the first step. This is so because a 
predicate expression evaluates to true only against objects of the operand, if possible. 
The set of total instances of the operand is not extendible to include new objects 
while evaluating the query and hence a single evaluation of that predicate expression 
is enough to include the required related objects from the operand in the result of the 
query. On the other hand, any object added to the result at any time, could cause the 
addition of other objects by evaluating the rest of the predicate expressions. Always 
objects which were latest included in the result are considered while evaluating the rest 
of the predicate expressions for the possibility of appending new objects to the result
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of the query.
Formally speaking, to determine objects in the result of a recursive query, three sets 
72, R\ and O are assumed to include objects in the result, objects added to the result 
at an intermediate step and objects in the operand, respectively. As a recursive query 
is equivalent to a selection, let the corresponding predicate expression be p V ry, where 
p does not include any object variable bound to objects in the result while q does. To 
get objects constituting the result 72, the following steps are done, where 72| indicates 
the set of objects calculated at the intermediate s-tep i > 0.
1. O AE{R\) = 0AE{0)[p]
2. O A E (R \)  = 0 AE{0)[q], (i > 1) with q being adjusted to have the object
variable in q to be bound to objects in the result R being bound to objects in the 
intermediate result R\~'^. Next in example 4.18, it is shown how q is adjusted to 
serve the purpose of this step.
3 . R = [ j ( R\ )  ( i >  0)
Step 2 is iteratively performed until for some i > 0, R\ is empty. Evaluating any
recursive query results in the following pair:
Me(OAE{R)) = MeiOAE(O))
T i n s t a 7i c e s ( 0  A E (R)) = R
In the following examples we are going to illustrate recursive queries.
E xam ple  4.18 Find a/i descendants of "Sm ith".
D'^d = p€rsoi4p[{^pi^Tinstances{person) A p\ iiame{) = "Smith"  A 
p€pi childre7i()) y  (p£d children())]
In the query of example 4.18, the first part of the predicate expression,
(BpieTinstances(pei'son) A pi name{) = "Smith". A p€pi childreni)), 
is responsible for adding the children of "Smith" to the result D, which is prior to that 
empty. After that, the first part is ignored and only the second part of the predicate 
expression, (p6 d children()), is recursively considered to add to the result children of 
a person already added, until no more persons could be added any more. By this way, 
the obtained result D includes from the person class those who are the descendants of 
"Smith".
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Explicitly speaking, in example 4.18, Ri and R\ (i > 1) are determined by: 
O A E (R i) = personlp[{3pieTinstances(p(^'f’son) A Pi name() Smith" A.
p^Pi children{))]
O A E (R \) = perso7i'^ p[3 dE:R\~^ A {p£d children())]
Thus, at any intermediate step, for (i > 1), R\ is determined depending on Ri— 1
which is determined in the previous step. Notice how the second predicate expression 
has been adjusted to have the object variable d which was bound to objects in the 
result D in the original query, is being bound to objects in 7?^ “  ^ by adding 3 c/g 7?P  ^ to 
the predicate expression present at any intermediate step. At the end, the final result 
D has:
Me(D) = M e ( p e r s o i l )
T i n s t a n c e s ( D )  —  U '^1
E xam ple  4.19 Find all ancestors of .
A'^d = peTSon'^p[{'^pi^Tinstances{p^T'^(>' '^^) ^ P\ name{) Sniith"  A 
PiEp children{)) V {d^p children{))]
The first part in the predicate expression of this query,
{ ^ P i e T i n s t a n c e s i p e r s o u )  h  p i  n a i n e { )  A p i ^ p  c k i l d r e n ( ) ) ,
adds the parents of "Smith" to the result A, The second part of the predicate 
expression, {d^p children{))^ keeps on adding the parents of any person added to 
the result, until no more persons could be added.
E xam ple  4.20 Find nil prerequisites of the course "CS450".
P^p = cotLrse^ c[(3cieTinstancesi(^^ ourse) A Cl c o d e { )  = "C *y 4 5 0 " A 
cGci prevequisitcs{)) V {c£p prerequisitcs{))]
The first part of the predicate expression of the query of this example,
{3c\^Tinstances{<^0‘u r s e )  A C\ co d e { )  = "C .S ’4 50 "A  cGcq p r e v e q u i s i t e s { ) ) ,  
adds prerequisites of the course "C 5 4 50 " to the result P. Then the second part of 
the predicate expression, (cGp p r e r e q u i s i t e s { ) ) ] ^  adds the prerequisites of any course 
added to the result P  until no more courses could be added.
E xam ple  4.21 Find all relatives of'Tom/'
Щт -  person^p[{p name{) ="Tom")  V (p G r childre:n{)) V
(r G P childven{)) V (3 Px G Tinstancesip^^rsou) Л 
{p, r )  C Px children{))]
The first predicate expression of example 4.21, (p 7ш те() =" Tom")^ adds 'Tom"  
himself to the result R which is initially empty. The second predicate expression, 
{p G r children{))^ extends R by adding childreri'oi a person in R. The third predicate 
expression, (r G p childreii{))^ extends R by adding the parents of any person in R. 
The fourth predicate expression, (3 pi G Tinstances{pe^'son) A {p, r)  C px children()), 
extends R by adding siblings of any person in R. The result R keeps on extending due 
to the second, third and fourth predicates being interchangeably evaluated agciinst the 
persons which were added to R and not considered yet, until no more persons can be 
added.
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E xam ple  4.22 Assume the existence of a class called employee^ with each employee 
having a manager. It is required to find all employees working under the supervision of
"Adams".
5jj.s = employee'^elie narne{) —' Adams") V {e rnanageri ) G s)]
In this query the first part of the predicate expression, e name() Adams"guarantees 
the addition oi "Adams" to the result. Then the second part of the predicate expression. 
e manager() G 5, keeps on extending the result by adding new employees from 
those managed by "Adams" or managed by any of the employees managed directly 
or indirectly by "Adams" u n t i l  the result is no more extendible.
E xam ple  4.23 Find descendants common to "Jack" and "Mary". 
persoi4p[{3pxeTinstances{p(’^T'^on) A px uame{) -" J a c k "
A p^px children{))y {pGj children())]
n  p e r s o n ^ p [ ( 3 p x  e T i n s t a 7i c . e s  ( p e r s o n )  A px n a m e ( )  = "  M a v y "
A pepx children())W (pe^n children())]
The output from this query is the result of the intersection operation with the two 
operands being obtained as results of recursive queries similar to that of example 4.18. 
The first of these operands is a recursive query to find descendants of "JacA;" with the
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object variable j  being bound to objects of the result while it is evaluated. The second 
operand is also a recursive query which determines the descendants oi"M ary"  with m 
being the object variable bound to objects of the result while it is evaluated.
E xam ple  4.24 Find descendants of "Jack" who are not descendants of "Mary", 
i j  per.so74p[(3pieTinsiances(per.son) A Pi name{) -" J a c k "
A p£pi children())y (p£j children())\
-  per.so74p[(3pieTinsta7ices{person) A Pi 7ia7ne() = "M ary"
A p£pi childre7i())\/ (p£7n childre7i())\
The query of this example is similar to that of example 4.23, but with the intersection 
operation being replaced by the difference operation.
4.7  Superiority  o f th e  O bject A lgebra over th e  
R elation al A lgebra
It is important to emphasize that, since we have the five basic operators of the 
relational algebra, the object algebra has at least the power of the relational algebra. 
In fact, our object algebra is more powerful because the relational algebra handles only 
atomic domains and only stored values can be retrieved which is nothing more than a 
restriction that leads to an embedded query language and hence impedance mismatch 
in contrast to the object algebra which handles stored as well as derived values and 
hence satisfies computational completeness. Furthermore, the proposed model allows 
for set based predicates and quantifiers are allowed in predicates in contrast to atomic 
predicates in relational algebra. Also we support encapsulation, object identity and 
inheritance. Generally speaking, the expressiveness of the constructors of an object- 
oriented data model do affect the expressiveness of the corresponding query language 
over the relational algebra. In other words, an object-oriented data model allows the 
definition of data through abstraction, supports derived data in addition to multivalued 
properties, complex objects, identity and inheritance. As a result the same real world 
situation can be expressed by a simpler object-oriented schema than the relational 
schema and hence all queries that are coded using the relational algebra could be 
expressed using an object-oriented query language; however, the reverse is not true. In 
addition to that, recursion is not supported by the relational algebra, however linear
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recursion is handled by the object algebra described in this work. Hence, an object- 
oriented query language is more expressive than the relational algebra for capturing 
the distinguishing properties of an object-oriented data model.
Concerning the nested relational algebra, although it handles non-atomic domains, 
it imposes the restriction of manipulating only stored values which is equivalent to 
having only message expressions that return stored values and excluding those that 
return derived values and hence does not overcome the impedance mismatch problem. 
Also, it does not support inheritance, neither identity nor encapsulation. In other 
words, the nested relational model aims to represent complex objects by nesting 
relations, but still they are value-based and record-oriented models. Next are the object 
algebra equivalents for the Nest and Unnest operations of the nested relational algebra. 
We assume that ei has a set of attributes N\ and consider every element of N\ as a 
message that returns the corresponding stored value in a receiving object (a tuple in a 
nested relation). Furthermore, we assume Tinstancesi^i) fhe same as the set of tuples 
in an equivalent nested relation and Me(e\) has an equivalent calculation starting with 
attributes of ei and combining with nested attributes. Now given N  C yV].*
Nest(ei,N)= {ei[M^{e\) — {x | x G Me{e\) A 3m G A A x = (m Xj)}]
>>  ei[{x I X G Me(ei) A 3m e N A x = (m  -'rj)}])%.s 
[3^1 G Tijisiances(^l) ^  N  — S\ N  A
s ( M , { e i ) - N )  = si (M e (c i) -A )]
where m i() is a message added to the result of the nest operation (> > ) to facilitate 
the access of objects in the second operand.
Unnest(ei,N)= ei \[messa(jes{e\)-{m2}\j{m 2 messages{e2))] 
where messages{c2) corresponds to the set of attributes N and m 2 G messagcs{c\) 
with underlying domain Tinstancesi^2)·
So, the one level project operation corresponds to a sequence of Unnest followed 
by a projection in the nested relational model [2, 44, 57]. Also, the one level project 
operation does the function of project and image operations described in [74, 105], the 
apply operation of [78] and the map operation described in [97, 98], but we maintain 
the closure property without additional constructs.
As a result, the object algebra has the power of the nested algebra. It is more 
powerful due to the manipulation of stored and derived values, in addition to supporting 
the object-oriented features.
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4*8 E quivalence o f O bject A lgebra E xpressions
In this section we are going to present some equivalences between object algebra 
expressions which are important in query optimization. In particular, associativity 
of the cross-product operation is proved for being important in query optimization. 
Let Cl, €2 and 63 be object algebra expressions, such that:
Me(e\) = Xi^ Me(e2) = X 2 ^nd Me(e3) = yY3.
- Given two predicate expressions p\ and p2^
■ e i b i ] [ p 2] =  e i b i  A P2] =  e i b 2 A pi] =  ei[p2][pi]
- Given X  C and a predicate expression pi,
• i’ibi]['^"] = ^i[-^]bi] iff V,7; appearing in pi, we have x  6 .Y
- Cl X e-2 =  C2 X Cl
- Cl X (e2 X 63) = (ei x 62) x 63
- ei U e-2 = 62 U ei
- 6i U(^2 = (62 U ^i) U^3
- Given .Y4 C A'l and X5 C A'l,
. 6i[X,][X5] = ei[X.5] ifF X sC X ,
- e\ x (e2 U^s) — (^1 ^ ^ 2) U(^i ^ 63) iff all instance variables in 62 and 63 have non- 
atomic underlying domains regardless of the domains of the instance variables in
ei.
- 61 |J(fi2 X 63) = ( e i l j e 2) X (eiU ^s) instance variables in ci, 63 and 63
have non-atomic underlying domains.
- («i X 62)[p] — < i^b] X <^ 2[p] where p is a predicate expression.
- {e\ U 62)[p] = ^ib] U<22b] where p is a predicate expression.
- (e ib i] U ^2b 2]) = <^ibi V P2] where p\ and p2 are predicate expressions.
- (c ib i] — <^2[V2\) = 61 [pi A -'P2] where pi and p2 are predicate expressions.
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- (ei X e2)[X] = ei[X] x e2[X] where X  C (A^ i | J ^ 2).
- ( e i [ j e2)[X] = c, [X][ je2[X] vjheve X  C (X , f] X ,) .
- (ei U ^2)![A^ ] = e-i![yY] U e2![A^ ] where X Q { X i f ] X 2),
The oiie-level-project and the project operations are equivalent when MiCmessages{ei) 
and XCMe{e\ )  such that elements of A return only stored values:
[A] -  61 ![Mi]
where Mi = {7ni, m2,7 /^ ^ }  and X={a:i, X2? ···? ^n} with X{ = {mi Xp.) for 1 < i < n 
and arbitrary Xp..
The cross-product operation is equivalent to a combination of the nest, project and 
one-level-project operations as follows:
1. If all the stored values in Tinstances{^\) i^^d Tinstancesi^2) have non-atomic 
underlying domains:
X 62 = (ei >>  e2)\[rnessages{e\)\J [m messages{e2))] 
where Tinstances{^2) is the range (domain of the result) of the message m in the 
result of 61 >>  62
2. If only the stored values in Tinstances{^2) have non-atomic underlying domains:
61 X 62 = 62 >>  Cl
3. If only the stored values in Tiy^stances(^\) have non-atomic underlying domains:
6| X 62 = 61 >>62
4. If at least one of the stored values in each of Tinstancesi^i) Tinstancesi^-2) 
atomic underlying domain:
61 X 62 = (61 >>  62)[m] >>  61
where Tinstances{^2) ¡s the domain of the result of the message m  in the result of 
61 >>62
Under this same condition, i.e. condition 4, we have: '
61 >>  62 = (ci X 62)[(777i messages{ei))[j{in2]] 
where m\ and m2 are two messages in the result of the 61 X 62 with their domains being 
Tinstancesi^X^ and Tinstanccs (62) »respectively.
Finally, the following properties of the object algebra are useful; given an object 
algebra expression e,
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6,
e\[messages{e)]=e.
The proofs of the given equivalences will be left out as they all follow from 
definition 4.2. As an example, next we sketch the steps that lead to the proof of 
the associativity of the cross-product. For that purpose, we give a lemma on the length 
of message expressions in (eiXe2).
L e m m a  4 .2 0  Let ei and €2 be elements of E.
'ix^M e(e\X e2), such that the range of x is atomic, len(x)>l 
P r o o f :
Let X \  and X 2 be the message expressions of c\ and 62, respectively.
It follows from the definition of (e\XC2)  that there are four cases to consider:
1) 3xiG.Yi, len(x\)=l A 3x26X2 len(x2)=l 
Me(eiXe2)={x\x6((ni\ X\)\J(m2 X2))} (By definition)
=> 'ix6 Me(e\XC2) 3xi6:Xi, len(x)—len(xi) + 1 V 3x 26X 2, len(x)—len(x2) + I 
=> len(x)> 1
2) 'ix\6 X\, len(x\)>l  A 3x26X2, len(x2)=l 
Me(eiXe2)={x\x6(Xil^(m2 X2))} (By definition)
\/xeMe(eiXC2)  len(x)=len(x\) V 3x 26X 2, len(x)=len(x2) + 1
=> len(x)'> I
3) Bxie.Yi len(xi) = l A 'ix26X2, len(x2)> 1 
Me(eiXe2)={x\x6((nii Xi){jX2)] (By definition)
=> \/x6:Me(eiXe2)  3xi6.Yi, len(x)=len(x\)+l V 3a;2GA2) len(x)=len(x2)
^  len(x)> I
4) len(x])>l  A 'ix26X2, len(x2)> I 
Me(exXe2)={x\x6(X\llX2)} (By definition)
\/xeMe(e\Xe2) 3 x ieX i, len(x)=len(xQ V 3a;2€X 2, len(x)=len(x2)
^  len(x)> 1
Hence, lc7i(x)> I.O
Lemma 4.20 shows that e\ x 62 has all message expressions satisfying the condition 
that the length of a message expression is greater than one when the underlying domain
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of the returned value is atomic. In other words, all messages of ci x 62, i,e, message 
expressions of length one, return values from non-atomic domains. This characteristic 
is utilized in the following theorem to justify the associativity of the cross-product 
operation.
T h e o r e m  4 .6  ( T h e  C r o s s -p r o d u c t  o p e r a t io n  is a s s o c ia t iv e .)
Vc] ,e2;C.3G£', we have:
(eiXe2)y-e3=eiX (62 -^63)
P r o o f :
Follows from definition 4·^ onrf lemma 4-20 as:
Let Xi, X 2 and X3 be Me(e\), Me(e2) and Me(03), respectively, and
Let T \ , F2 a7xd T3 he 'Finstances (^i)} F{nsi ,^iee$ (0-2) and T^ instances respectixwly.
By the definition of the Cross-product, there are eight cases to consider:
1) 3xiG-Yi, len(xi)=l  A 3x 2^ X 2> len(x2)= l  A 3.'C36A';3, len(x3)= l  
Me(e\Xe2)={x\xe((mi X i)U (m 2 X 2))} (By definition)
Me(e2Xe3)={x\xe((7n2 X 2)Ll(m3 X 3J)} (By definition)
Me((eiXe2) x c 3)=  [x\xe(Me(eiXe2)U(7n3 X 3))} (By definition and Lenunii4.20) 
={x\xe((7n\ Xi)U(ni2 X 2)Ll(m3 X 3))}
={x\xe((77ii Xi)UMe(e2XC3))} =Me(eiX(e2Xe3))
Tinstances(eixe2)=  {i>|3oi€ ^ 13o2€T2 A value(o)=ide7itity(ox).identity(02))
(By definition)
Tinstances(^2X^3)=  {o\3o2eT23o3€T3 A value(o)=identity(o2).ide7itity(o3))
(By definition)
Tinstances ((^\X^2)X^?,)= {o\3oi\£Tinstances (^\ X^2) 3O3ET3 A
value (o) =value(o\i). identity (03))
(By definition and Lemma 4.20)
={o|3oiGTi3o2G r2 303GT3 A value(o\i)=ide7itity(o\).identity(o2)
=> vahie(o)=identity(oi).ide7itity(o2)-ide7itity(03)} 
={o\3o i£ T i3oi3^Tinstancts(^2Xe3) A value(o^3)=  identity(02).identity(03) 
=> value(o)=identity(o\).value(o\3)]
—Tinsiances (^\X (^ 2 X^z))
2) Vxi, len(x\)>l A e X \ 3x 2€ X 2, len(x2)= l  A 3X3GX3, len(x3)= l
Me(e\Xe2)=[x\xe(X\y3(m.2 X 2))}
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M e ( e 2 X e 3 ) = { x \ x e ( ( m 2  X 2 ) C ( n i 3  X 3))}
M e ( ( e i x e 2 ) x  e:i )={x\xe ( M e  (01X62) 1) (m3 X 3))}
= { x \ x e ( X i U ( m 2  X 2 ) C ( m 3  X 3 ) ) }
={ a-i xe (X 1 UMe (62 X 63 ))} = Me (61 X(62X 63))
Tinstances(6\X 62)=[o\3oxeTx A vdue(o)^valu6(oi).identity(02))
Tinstances(62y·63)={o\3o2eT 2 ^03^13 A valu6(o)=id6ntüy(02) .identity(03))  
Tinstances ((6lX 62)X 63) ={o\3 O n  ^Ti ı^sta ı^ces (6\X 6 - 2 GT3 A
value (o)—value (ou). identity (03 )}
= { o|3o i GT i 3o2€T2 HosGTs A value(on)=value(o\). identity(o2)
=> value(o)=value(oi).identity(02). identity(o3)} 
= { o \ 3 o i e T i 3 o i 3 e T i n s t a n c e s ( 6 2 » 6 3 )  A v a l u e ( o i 3 ) = i d e n t i t y ( o 2 ) . i d e n t i t y ( o 3 )  
value (o)=value(oi). value(013)}
— Tinstances (6\ X (62X63))
3) 3x\ÇiX\, l6n(x\)=l A ^X2^X2> l6ii(x2)> I A 3X3GX3) l6n(x3)—l
M e ( 6 \ X 6 2 ) = { x \ x e ( ( m i  X i ) C X 2 ) )
M e  (62 X 6 3 ) = { x \ x e ( X 2C (m 3  X 3))}
M e ( ( 6 i X 6 2 ) X 6 3 ) = { x \ x £ ( M e ( 6 i X 6 2 ) C ( m 3  X 3))}
={x\xe((mi Xx)uX2U(m3 X 3))}
= {  x\ x e  ( ( m i  X 1 M e  (62 X 6 3 ) ) ]  = M e  ( 6 i X ( 6 2 X  6 3 ) )
Tinstances(6\X 62)={o\3o ieT i3o2eT 2 A valu6(o)=id6iitity(oi).valu6(o2)} 
Tinstances(62Xe3)={o\3o2eT 2^03€T3 A valu6(o)=valu6(o2)-identity(03)}
Tinstances (  (^\ X 6 2 ) X 6 3 ) = { o \ 3 o i \ e T i n s t a n c e s ( 6 \  Xe2^303GÎ3 A
value(o) =value(o\ i ). identity (03)] 
= { o|3o i GT i 3 o2GT23o3GT3 A value(on)=identity(oi).value(o2)
value(o)=identity(oi).value(o2).identity(o3)}
= {o |3 oi e T i 3 o i 3 e T i n s t a n c e s  (63X63)  A v a l u e ( o r 3 )  -  value (02).identity (03)
=> value(o)=identity(o\).value(013)]
— Tinstances (eiX (62X63))
4 )  3 x i G X i , l e n ( x i ) = I  A 3x2e-^2, l e n ( x 2 ) = I  A l e n ( x . 3 ) >  I
M e ( 6 \ X 6 2 ) = { x \  x e :  (  ( m  1 X i ) U ( m 2  X 2 ) ) }
Me (62 X 63) ={a-i ^ e ((m2 X 2)C X 3)}
Me((6iXe2)xe3)={x\xe(Me(eiXe2)CX3)}
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~{x\xe((7ni X i)U (m 2 X 2) 'JX 3)}
={x\xe((7ni X i)uM e(e2Xe3))}= M e(e ix (e2X€3))
Tinsta7ices(€iXe2)={o\3o \e T i3o2eT 2 A value(o)=ide7itit7j(oi).ide7%tity(o2)] 
Tinstances(^2Xez)={o\3o2eT 23o3^T 3 A vülue(o)=ide7ititxy(02).value(o3))
^instances ((^\X^2)XT^z) ~ { j  ÇTt'nsiances (^\X ^ 2^3o3ÇT|3 A
value (o)=value (ou). value (03J}
={o\3o\Ç.T\3 o2£T23o3Ç,T3 A value(o\\)=ide7itity(o\).identity(02) 
value(o)=ide7itity(o\).identity(02).value(oz)} 
={o\3oieTi3oiz£Tinsta7ices (€2 X^ -3) A value(oiz)=identity(o2).valiLe(oz) 
=> value(o)=identity(o\).value(oiz)}
~Ti7istaTices (^1 X (^ 2 X^3))
5) VxiG-Yi, le7i(x\)> I A 3x 2 1^X 27 Ie7i(x2)=t A 'ixz€:X3 le7i(xz)> I 
M e ( e x X e 2 ) = { x \ x e ( X \ ' J ( T n 2  X 2 ) ) }
Me(e2Xez)={x\xe((77i2 X 2P X 3)}
Me((eiXe2)xez)={x\xe(M e(eiX  62 X3 )}
={x\xe(XiU(m 2 X 2JUX3)} 
={x\xe(XiUMe(e2Xez))}=Me(eiX(e2Xez))
Tinstances(eiX€2)={o\3oiÇTi3o2eT2 A value(o)=value(oi).identity(02)} 
Tinsta7ices(e2X(:3)={o\Jo2€T23o3£Tz A value(o)=identity(oi).valuefoz))
Tt7istances ((e\ XCzJXCz) — {o\30ii^Tijista7ices XC2^3c>3GT3 A
value (o)=value (o\\). value {03)}
={o|3oiGTi 3o2€T23c>36T3 A value(ou)—value(oiJ.ide7itity(o2)
=> value(0) =value(o\) . identity(02). value(03)] 
={o\3o ie T i3oi3eTinsta7.ces(e2Xe3) A value(0i3)=identity(02).value(03j  
=> value(o)=value(o\). value(o\z)]
—Tinsta7ices (^\X (^2 ^  ^ 3))
6)  VxiÇXi ,  le7i(xi)> I A VÆ2GX2) Ie7i(x2)> I A 32:36X 3 le7i(xz)=l 
Mg (e\ x e z )={x\xÇ. (X 1UX2J}
M e ( e 2 X e 3 ) = { x \ x e ( X 2 l J ( 7 n 3  X 3 J J }
M e ( ( e i X e 2 ) x e 3 ) = { x \ x e ( M e ( e i X e 2 ) U ( r / i 3  X 3 ) ) }
= { x \ x e ( X i U X 2 U ( 7 n 3  X 3 J ) }
={3:\x£(XiUMg(e2X,e3))}=Me(eix(e2Xe3))
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Tinsia,ices(eiXe2)={o\3o ieT i3o2eT 2 A value(o)=value(oi).value(o2)} 
Tinstances(e2'Xe‘i ) - { o \ 3o2eT23ozeTi A value(o)=value(o2).identity(oz)} 
Titisiances ((c\ X 3<?i 1 ^Tiiistances X ^ 2^ 3o3G?3 A
value (o)=value(o\i). identity (oz)} 
={o\3oieTi3o2€:T23oz^Tz A value(oxi)=value(o\).value(o2) 
value(o)=value(o\).value(02)-identity(oz)} 
={o\3oieTi3oxzeTinstances(€2>^ez) A value(oiz)=value(o2)-identity(oz) 
value(o) =value(oi)- value(oiz)}
—Tinstances i^\ X {^2 X
1) 3x i ^ X i ,  len(x\)= l  A len(x2)> I A ' ix z^X z len(xz)>l
Me(e\X e2)={x\ xe ((nil XiJUXz)}
Me(e2Xez)={x\xe (XzUXz)}
Me((exXe2)xez)={x\xe(M e(eiX  62^UX3^}
={x\xe((nii X iJuXzU Xz)}
={x|xe ((mi X i )UMe (C2 X€z))} =Me(ei x (e 2Xez))
Tinstances (e \^e2)^ { o \3oieTx3o2eT2 A value(o)=identity(oi).value(o2)} 
Tinsiances(e2Xez)={o\3o2eT 23ozeTz A value(o)^value(o2)-value(oz)]
Tinsiances ((^1 X ^ 2 J X ^ 3 J ^Tinstances (^1 X^2j^ ^ 3^Tz A
value (o) =value (ou).value(oz)}
={o\3o ie T i3o2eT23ozeTz A value(oii)=identity(oi).value(o2)
=> value(o)=identity(o\)-value(02)-value(oz)} 
={o\3o ie T i3oizeTinstances(e2Xez) A value(oiz)=value(o2)-value(oz) 
value(o)=identity(o\)-value(o\z)]
—Tinstances X (ez X^z))
8) VxiG-Yi, len(x\)> I A \/x2€.X2, len(x2)> 1 A V.X3GX3 len(xz)> I 
Me fe 1 X 62 j ={ x| xe ("A'l UX2^ }
M e  (e2Xez)={x\xe (X 2)'^X3)}
Me((eiXe2)xez)= [x\xe(M e(eiXe2)yjX3)]
= {x \xe(X x^X 2^ X 3)]
={x\xe(XiliM^(e2Xez)))=Me(eiX(e2Xez))
Tinstances(e\Xe2)={o\3oxeTi3o2eT 2 A value(o)=value(oi)-value(o2))
Tinstances(e2X<i3)^ { o \3o2^T 23ozeTz A value(o)=value(o2)-value(oz))
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T in s ta n c e s  ((e\ xe2 )'xe:i) — { o \ 3 o \ i ^ T i n s i a n c e s  (^ \  Xe2y)3o3GT3 A
value (o) =value (ou ) ,value (o^)] 
= { o|3o iGT i 3o2GT23o3GT3 A value(o\\)=value(o\).value(0 2 )
^  value(o)=value(o\).value(0 2 ) .value(o:^)] 
= {o\lo ieT i3oi3eTinstances(e2 '>^(^3) A value(oi3)=value(02).value(o3) 
^  value(o) =value(o\),value(ois)}
—Tiyistances (eiX(e2XC3))
Hence, proved. □
C hapter 5
The Object Algebra and Schema 
Evolution
5.1 In trod u ction
Object-oriented systems evolved to satisfy the needs of application areas where 
information about the domain is incomplete or becomes available incrementally or 
even highly subject to change and requires flexibility in changing the database sclieiha.
‘ This necessitates that schema changes should be one of the basic characteristics to 
be considered in judging the power of an object-oriented database system. W. Kim 
classifies in [62] schema changes among a number of architectural concepts developed 
for relational database systems that should be treated in object-oriented data models. 
Schema changes allowed in the relational model are considered primitive as compared 
to schema changes within the realm of object-oriented databases. Extensibility is 
considered in [23] as one of the characteristics that a system must possess in order 
to be termed an object-oriented database system. Clearly, it is desirable for an object- 
oriented database system to satisfy as many schema operations as possible; a property 
not considered in [69].
Existing data models allow a wide variety of schema changes. O2 [48, 107] provides 
two modes for running an application. Schema changes are allowed in the development 
mode, but not in the execution mode where the schema is frozen and changes to it are 
forbidden. Schema changes in ORION [28, 30, 31] are based on multiple inheritance 
while in GemStone [80] simple inheritance based schema changes are treated. In [90, 91]
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the approach used is based on keeping versions to maintain a consistent view of the 
type lattice after a schema change.
A basic consideration in schema evolution is how to bring existing objects in line 
with a modified definition of an existing class. Either all instances of a modified class 
are instantaneously changed or they are modified only when used, otherwise remain 
unchanged. ORION [31] and ObServer [91] follow the approach known as screening 
where the change is delayed and values are either filtered or corrected as they are used. 
Another approach, known as conversion, is used by GemStone [80] where all instances 
of a class are modified in accordance with the change. The first approach sounds more 
sensible as there is no need to do something that may not be used.
In this chapter, we show how different schema evolution functions could be handled 
using the object algebra of chapter 4. The invariants and the conflict resolving rules are 
specified in section 5.2. Such constraints and rules are specified aiming at detecting and 
preventing any inconsistency in the database due to a schema change. In section 5.3 
schema evolution functions are identified as either basic or derivable. After specifying 
the set of basic schema evolution functions, it is shown how the rest are derivable in 
terms of those included in the basic set. Accordingly, the use of an object algebra 
in handling the basic schema changes is discussed in this chapter. The motivation 
behind that is the recognition that some algebra operations perform the desired schema 
changes. Consequently, it is proven that schema changes could be achieved without 
having a stand alone language developed solely to serve the purpose as is the case in 
other systems. However, in our approach described in this chapter we benefit from 
having the object algebra properly maintaining the closure property in having both 
the operands and the output from a query possessing the same properties leading to a 
class. Such a class is naturally placed in the lattice thus facilitating the handling of class 
related schema changes. To the best of our knowledge, none of the query languages 
developed for object-oriented database systems could handle schema changes. This 
is so because those languages are mainly based on the nested relational model. Our 
previous work on schema evolution is reported in [20, 21].
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5.2 C onstraints o f Schem a E volution  and Conflict 
R esolv ing  R ules
After schema changes the class lattice should preserve certain properties in order not 
to leave the database in an inconsistent state. This section includes the properties 
of the class lattice that are preserved upon schema modifications. In addition to the 
constraints there are some rules that are used to resolve conflicts due to schema changes. 
All of the constraints and rules discussed next in this section have been formally adapted 
into the model. They are triggered as the result of any schema change to detect whether 
such a change is allowed or not. A schema change which leaves the database in an 
inconsistent state is ignored.
C la ss  La t t i c e  I n v a r i a n t
The class lattice is defined to be a directed acyclic graph with a single root, the 
OBJECT class. It is connected, i.e., there is at least a path from each class to the root 
OBJECT class. Any schema change to the class lattice should maintain this property. 
This property is never violated in our model because as indicated in chapter 3, a class 
has a set of superclasses. In general, a set is either empty or else contains some elements; 
no third case is possible concerning a set. Thus, an empty set of superclasses implicitly 
indicates a direct subclass of the root, while a non-empty set of superclasses includes 
the superclasses themselves.
N o n - e m p t y  C lass  I n v a r i a n t
A class whose instance and class variables and methods are deleted is considered empty. 
An empty class only connects its subclasses to its superclasses without adding any 
property to the connection and hence its presence is meaningless. The class lattice 
should not contain any empty user-defined classes. If a schema change results in an 
empty class, this class is automatically dropped. Formally this is detected by the 
following rule:
if instanc€s(c) = (j) A messages(c) = (j) then 
for any class C{ such that c^supers{ci)
supeTs{ci) := supers{ci) — {c} -f supers(c)
endif
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D i s t i n c t  N a m e s  In v a r i a n t
No two classes can have the same name. Further, no two methods defined within the 
same class can have the same name. In addition, the instance variables within the 
same class should have distinct names. Name conflicts resulting from the inheritance 
of objects and methods are resolved according to the narne conflict resolving rule 
and the inheritance priority rule  ^ given next in this section. Formally, distinct names 
requirement is enforced by the following three rules:
if 3mi^messages{c) A mi=neWjnessage then ignore endif
if Bz'yj· G / t / ( i 7 ' t a 6 / e s  (^) ^  i n s t a n c e  v a r i a b l e  then ignore endif
if 3ciEschema A Ci=newdass then ignore endif
N a m e  C o n f l i c t  R e s o l vi n g  R ule
A name conflict occurs when a message (instance variable) in a superclass of a class c 
has the same name as a message (instance variable) in the class c or in any of the other 
superclasses of the class c. Class c is called the target class.
On name conflicts priority is given to the target class and the priority decreases 
while going away from the target class towards the OBJECT class. For classes that have 
the same priority according to this rule, i.e., classes found in the same superclass list 
of the target class, the conflict is resolved according to the order in the list. The class 
found at the head of the list is given the highest priority while that at the tail of the list 
is given the lowest priority. The OBJECT class has the least priority. Formally, name 
conflicts due to messages and instance variables are resolved according to the following 
two rules, respectively.
Let rui and iv{ be the message and the instance variable in a class c related to which 
a name conflict is to be detected between the class c and its superclasses ci, C2, ..., c^.
if 3ci,c je  {ci, C2, ..., Cn] A miemessages{ci) A miem essages(cj) then 
if length(path(c,Ci)) > length{path(c^Cj)) then 
m,·. is inherited
elseif length(path(c,ci)) < lengih(path(c,Cj)) then 
m.· is inherited
elseif length(path{c^Ci)) = length{path(c,Cj)) then
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if C{ precedes Cj then 
rrii^ . is inherited
else
mv . is inherited
endif
endif
endif
if {ci, Cn} A ivielvariables(ci) A iVi^Ivariables{cj) then
if length[path[c^Ci)) > length{path[c^Cj)) then 
ivi^  is inherited
elseif length(path(c^Ci)) < length(path(c^Cj)) then 
ivi^  is inherited»C,·
elseif length{path(c^Ci)) = length[path{c^Cj)) then 
if Ci precedes Cj then
else
ivi^. is inheritedtc.
ivi^ is inherited
"^ 3
endif
endif
endif
These two rules detect and resolve name conflicts between two classes; a class and any 
of its superclasses or two superclasses of a class.
I n h e r i t a n c e  P r i o r i t y  R ule
The addition of an instance variable (method) to a class and the deletion of an instance 
variable (method) from a class may cause conflicts that were resolved according to the 
name conflict resolving rule. An instance variable (method) in name conflict with 
another one may be inherited on deleting the latter. Further, currently inherited 
instance variables (methods) may cease to be considered after the addition of an 
instance variable (method) with the same name to a class with a higher priority. To 
detect this, on adding an instance variable or a method to a class c, the corresponding 
name conflict resolving rule is executed accordingly.
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F ull I n h e r i t a n c e  I n v a r i a n t
A class inherits all the instance variables and methods from its superclass(es). No 
selection is done but name conflicts are resolved according to the name conflict resolving 
rule and the inheritance priority rule.
H o m o g e n e o u s  D o m a i n  In v a r i a n t
The domain for each instance variable should be bound to a specific class in the class 
lattice. When a class is specified as a domain, all its direct and indirect subclasses 
may be used in the same context because a class includes instances of its all direct and 
indirect subclasses. In other words, Tinstancesi/^) includes Tinstances{< i^) for any class Ci 
being a subclass of the class c. Hence, having a domain being specified as Tijistances{c) or 
2 y^rxstances(c) Tin stance s{^i) or respectively, substitutes
that domain. Formally, this is detected and resolved by the following two rules:
if domain{iv) = Tinstances{c) then
for every class C{ such that c^supers{ci)
domain{iv) := Tinstances{ci) is allowed.
endif
if domainiiv) = then
for every class C{ such that c£supers(ci)
domain(iv) := is allowed.
endif
C lass  A d d i t i o n / D e l e t i o n  In v a r i a n t
A new superclass c of an existing class C{ should be added as the last superclass in the 
order of superclasses of the class C{, Moreover, on deleting C{ from the class lattice its 
supers should replace it as immediate superclasses of the immediate subclasses of class 
C{, Superclasses of the class C{ are added at the end of the list because all such classes 
have lower priority than those classes which were in the same list with the class ci.
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Formally, this is detected and resolved according to the following two rules:
if c,· is added to supers(c) then
supers{c) := supers{c) +  {c,·}*
endif
if c,· is deleted from supers{c) then
for every class Cj such that Ci^supers(cj) 
supers(cj) := supers(cj) +  supers(ci)
endif
Finally, the OBJECT class should be the superclass of a newly added class unless 
the supers of the added class are explicitly specified.
5.3 H andling Schem a E volution  Functions U sing the  
O bject A lgebra
A taxonomy of some schema evolution function is found in [20]. Schema evolution 
functions could be enumerated are foUows:-
1. Changes to instance variables of a class
1.1. Add an instance variable to a class
1.2. Drop an instance variable from a class
1.3. Change the name of an instance variable of a class
1.4. Change the domain of an instance variable of a class
2. Changes to the methods of a class
2.1. Add a new method
2.2. Drop an existing method
2.3. Change the name of an existing method
3. Changes to classes, i.e., changes to the structure of the class lattice
* Class c, is appended at the end of supers{c)
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3.1. Add a new class
3.2. Drop an existing class
3.3. Change the name of a class
3.4. Add a class to the superclass list of another class
3.5. Drop a class from the superclass list of another class
Of these schema evolution functions the following are considered basic in terms of which 
the other ones are derivable. Thus, the basic schema evolution functions are:
1.1. Add an instance variable to a class
1.2. Drop an instance variable from a class
2.1. Add a new method
2.2. Drop an existing method
3.1. Add a new class
3.2. Drop an existing class
3.3. Change the name of a class
3.4. Add a class to the superclass list of another class
3.5. Drop a class from the superclass list of another class
The rest of the schema evolution functions are derivable in terms of the basic ones as 
illustrated in what follows.
1.3 is derivable as 1.2 followed by 1.1
1.4 is derivable as 1.2 followed by 1.1
2.3 is derivable as 2.2 followed by 2.1
2.4 is derivable as 2.2 followed by 2.1
2.5 is derivable as 2.2 followed by 2.1 
3.3 is derivable as 3.2 followed by 3.1
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In the rest of this section, we show how the basic schema evolution functions can be 
handled using the operators of the object algebra described in chapter 4.
1.1. Add an instance variable with domain C\ to class c
According to the distinct names invariant, the new instance variable should have 
a name distinct from all other instance variables in its class. Further, the addition 
of a new instance variable may affect the inheritance priority according to the 
name conflict resolving rule and the inheritance priority rule. Thus,
c := c >> Cl
Notice that the result of the nest operation is considered to be a subclass 
of the first operand c. However, the assignment is used to have this result 
replacing the class c itself. By this way, the instance variable iv\ with 
doniain{ivi)=Tinstances{(^\) ¡s added to Ivariables{c) (the instance variables of the 
class c). This is illustrated in the following examples.
E xam ple  5.1 Assign to every person his brothers.
person : =  personlp »  person^pi\pisex{) = "M " A 3 p2 G Tinstancesiv^^^'^on)
^  { P ’i P i ]  ^  P2 childrenO]
In this example, the value of the new instance variable in any object o of the 
person class is the identities of those persons who are children of the same person 
with o, if any; otherwise it is nil.
E xam ple  5.2 Assign to every person his parents
To (jet the actual value of the instance variable showing the parents of every person 
being assigned as it is the case with the instance variable showing the brothers in 
example 5.1, the selection operation is used together with the nest operation as 
follows:
person := person^p >>  person^p\^p2[p\ childre7i{) = p2 children{) A
pG Pi children() A p\ sex{) ^  P2 6c.t()]
In this formulation, the value of the new instance variable is automatically set 
either to object identities of the couple having the same set of children including
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the given person, or to nil in case of not having any such couple. Notice that 
Pi sex() /  p2 sex() is included in the predicate expression to avoid having p\ and 
P2 taking the same value.
1.2. Drop from Ivariablesi^’) ^hc instance variable whose domain is specified to be the 
class c\ (the corresponding value in each object is handled via the message m()):
Inheritance priority may change according to the name conflict resolving rule and 
the inheritance priority rule.
c := c[messages{c) — {m()}]
where m{)^messages{c) and m() handles the values of the instance variable 
i'^^hariablesic) witll domain{iv)-Tinstances{C\)
E xam ple  5.3 Drop the instance variable whose value is handled via the message 
prerequisites() from the course class
course := course[messages{course) — {prerequisites{)}]
It is an implementation issue to decide on whether the value of the deleted 
instance variable is to be physically dropped from the objects in Tinstancesiconrse) 
or not. In our model the only means which could be used to access the values 
constituting an object are the corresponding messages. Thus, after dropping the 
message that could access the prerequisites of a course, it will be impossible to 
access that value inside any of the objects in Tinstances{(^ourse)^ although it is 
present.
2.1. Add to the methods of class ci one or more methods from class ci with their 
corresponding messages being {mi, m2, mj ;
This could be performed because it is possible to add a method to the definition 
of an existing class. But distinct names invariant should be preserved by forcing 
the name of the new method to be distinct from those existing in the same class. 
Moreover, inheritance priority may change following both the inheritance priority 
rule and the name conflict resolving rule. Consequently,
ci:=ci]c2 : {mi, m2, m, }[
However, for the case of having m i,m ,2,...mj· being new methods, the following 
formulation is valid:
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ci:=ci]{m i : f i , n i 2 : : /,·}[
E xam ple  5.4 Add to the staff class the method net-salary(i) which deducts 
taxes at the rate o f i from the salary.
s ta f f  := staff]{net-salary(i):f(oji)=o salaryQ *
The message net-salary(i) with 0 < z < 1, could be used to invoke the new 
method added to the staff class to implement the function f(o^i) where o is an 
object variable bound to objects of the staff class, i.e., oeTinstances{staff) and 
indicates the receiver of the message. This method is automatically implemented; 
it is an implementation issue out of the scope of this thesis.
2.2. Drop one or more methods from class c\, their corresponding messages being
A method may be deleted after it becomes irrelevant due to some schema changes. 
A deleted method may be replaced by a new method added to the class definition 
or an existing method in another class according to both the inheritance priority 
rule and the name conflict resolving rule. This is done as:
ci:=ci[messages(ci)-{77ii, m2,..., m j]
By this way, all message expressions which are prefixed by a message drawn from 
the set {mi, m2, are dropped from Me(ci).
Finally, it is important to indicate that the instance variable deletion schema 
evolution function is recognized to be a special case of this schema evolution 
function.
3.1. Add a class c to the lattice with the domains of its instance variables zui, iv2^ i v n  
being T{jisiances^^\^’) ' ^ i n s t a n c e s { ^ ^ 2 ) ) respectively.
A new class may either have the OBJECT class as a direct superclass or else 
other existing classes in its superclass list. Furthermore, a new class may have 
zero,one or more subclasses. The non-empty class constraint and class lattice 
invariant should be maintained. According to the distinct names invariant, the 
name of the new class should not match with any of the existing classes. Thus,
c := O B JE C T  »  Cl >> ... >>
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The OBJECT class is used to have the new class c as a direct subclass of the 
root. If the class c is desired to be a direct subclass of an existing class, say Cp, 
OBJECT is replaced by the class Cp in the above formulation. All the example 
classes given in chapter 4 could be defined by utilizing this schema evolution 
function. This is illustrated in the following example where it is shown how the 
department class is defined.
E xam ple  5.5 Add the class department to the lattice as a subclass o f OBJECT  
with its instance variables having the domains string and staff, respectively.
department := O B J E C T  >>  string  > >  s ta f f  
Notice that the department class is a subclass of the root OBJECT class with:
lyariables(department) = {ivi : string, iv2 : s taf f ]
messages(department) = {7ni(), 7n2()}, corresponding to the two instance
variables ivi and iv2, respectively.
M eidepartment) = messages{department)\j{m 2{) M (.(staff))
Tinstancesidepartment) = instances(department) = </>, because of a new class 
with no subclasses.
3.2. Drop an existing class c from the lattice:
Let T i n s t a n c e s { c i ) , - - - , T i n s t a n c e s ( c n )  be the doiiiaiiis of the instance variables 
defined in class c without being inherited, with their corresponding messages 
being () ,m 2( ? « n ( ) ·
When all the definition and contents of the class c are dropped, then class c 
should be deleted as an empty class to preserve the non-empty class invariant. 
The immediate supers of class c replace it in the inheritance mechanism for not 
to leave its subclasses dangling and violate the class lattice invariant. After the 
deletion, the inheritance priority may change according to the inheritance priority 
rule and the name conflict resolving rule. Thus,
c := c[{}]
will automatically drop class c due to it is being empty to maintain the non-empty 
class invariant.
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3.4. Add a class C{ to the superclass list of the class c; Ci has instance variables
IV\ ^  iv-2-, · · · ^  iVji with domains 7 n^i5ita7ice5(^2) 7 Tinstancesi^s) ··· 7 Tinstajicesi^n)} respec­
tively
A class added to the superclass list of another existing class should not violate 
the class addition/deletion invariant. Thus, this is handled as:
c := c > >  C2 >> ... >>  Cn
cl := c[{7/ii() ,m 2( ) , . . . ,7/i„()}]
where { ^ lO , m2( ) , ..., are the messages corresponding to the instance
variables of the class ci.
This is true for the case of ci being a new class. However, for c\ being an existing 
class, the following is done:
c := {c >> ei)![?n6,s5a^e5(c) IJ {m() messages(ci)}] 
where m{) is the message added to c >>  Ci and m() corresponds to the instance 
variable iv\ where doniain{ivi) = Tinstances(ci).
cl := c[messages(ci)]
3.5. Remove class C\ from the superclass list of class c:
C c[Me{c) -  Me;(ci)]
Schema evolution functions within the realm of object-oriented databases were 
discussed in this chapter. However, the approach followed is different from all the 
other approaches described in the literature. The approach described in this chapter 
is based on the object algebra. Having the object algebra properly maintaining the 
closure property and facilitating the placement of the output from a query as a class 
in the lattice, were the basic properties that led to the study described in this chapter. 
Thus, it is proved that a wide variety of schema changes could be handled using the 
object algebra without requiring a stand alone language to serve the purpose. While 
achieving that, schema evolution functions were identified to be either basic or derivable 
with functions in the latter being representable in terms of functions in the former. 
Thus, in this chapter only the basic schema evolution functions were considered after 
showing how to derive the others in terms of them. Different rules and constraints 
were also derived to detect and resolve conflicts and inconsistencies due to any schema 
change.
C hapter 6
Conclusions
In this thesis, we described a. formal query model for object-oriented database systems. 
Our query model is not restricted to handle existing objects only, however, the 
introduction of new relationships as well as new objects is also facilitated. A new 
relationship could have a stored value by extending objects in the operand to include 
values for new instance variables. It is also possible for a new relationship to have 
a derived value in terms of existing values by extending the behavior of the operand 
to facilitate the derivation of the required relationship. Operands and the output of a 
query are defined to have a pair of sets, a set of objects and a set of message expressions. 
Thus having the characteristics of an operand, the output from a query could itself l)e 
an operand and hence the closure property is naturally maintained without having 
non-object-oriented constructs introduced into the model preventing the violation of 
object-oriented features.
A message expression results in the evaluation of the underlying methods and in 
the same sequence as if they all together form a single method invoked by that message 
expression. Furthermore, message expressions are used in the invocation of behavior as 
well as behavior constructors. Also, message expressions facilitate accessing of stored 
and derived values leading to computational completeness without having an embedded 
query language leading to impedance mismatch. Consequently, methods could be coded 
solely by utilizing the object algebra and hence simplify the optimization process. 
This is possible after being able to replace a message by the object algebra expression 
constituting the body of the method implementing the corresponding function. On the 
other hand, proposals that do not overcome the impedance mismatch problem are still
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siiiTering from an inability to support full optimization. As a first step towards query 
optimization, equivalents of object algebra expressions are derived and the associativity 
of the cross-product operation is proved for being an essential requirement in improving 
the performance while optimizing queries.
The operators of our object algebra subsumes those of the relational and nested 
algebras and hence it is more powerful than either one. The equal handling of objects 
as well as the behavior defined on them is an important requirement of an object 
algebra; thus we satisfied it in the presented query model. This is due to the presence 
of data and behavior in an object-oriented data model in contrast to having only data 
in the relational data model. Behavior is handled via message expressions. We support 
aggregate functions whose outputs are also pairs of sets like any operand.
We started by defining a set of objects and a set of message expressions for a class. 
Having such a pair, a class is shown to be an operand. By this, some operands were 
defined to be existing classes. Other operands are defined to be the outputs of queries. 
As the only known characteristics of the output from a query are a pair of sets -a set of 
objects and a set of message expressions, we have proven that from such a pair other 
class characteristics can be derived. Having the characteristics of a class, the output 
from a query is in fact a class. Thus, we decided on the proper placement of such 
a class in the lattice. This is done by first deciding on the inheritance relationship 
between such a class and other existing classes through the operand(s) involved in. the 
query. Also, we have shown how reusability due to inheritance could be maximized by 
minimizing the facilities defined inside the class that corresponds to the output of a 
query, when such facilities could be inherited. Otherwise, more effort will be required 
to maintain the database consistency in case of duplicate definitions in two or more 
classes.
Finally, we noted the possibility of supporting linear recursion without any need for 
a particular operator to serve the purpose. Later, this was recognized to significantly 
improve the power of the described object algebra for having real life recursive rules 
being linear in nature. A future extension of the described object algebra could be to 
provide support for recursive queries in general. For instance, such an extension should 
facilitate the treatment of recursion involved in the shortest path, the longest path and 
the critical path problems or the like.
At the end, the representation of different schema evolution functions using the
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developed object algebra is shown. This is considered important for schema evolution 
being a basic characteristic distinguishing object-oriented databases from conventional 
databases.
6.1 C on trib u tions and E nhancem ents
This thesis aimed at locating and overcoming the shortages and drawbacks encountered 
in the research related to the definition of a query model for object-oriented databases 
as reported in the current literature. The contributions and enhancements to the field 
due to our research presented in this work could be summarized as follows:
1. The closure property is naturally maintained. For this purpose, operands and the 
output from a query were defined to have pairs of sets -a set of objects and a set of 
message expressions- where objects could be accessed solely via the corresponding 
message expressions. By this, encapsulation is maintained.
2. Operators of the described algebra handle both of the constituent sets of the pair 
of an operand. Hence, not only objects are manipulated structurally, also the 
corresponding behavior reflected by the corresponding set of message expressions 
is handled. On deriving the output from a query, a set of message expressions as 
well as the set of objects are determined.
3. Although the output from a query is characterized by the pair of sets derived 
starting with those of the operand(s), it actually has the characteristics of a 
class. We have shown how to derive such class characteristics starting from 
the pair, the set of objects and the set of message expressions. Furthermore, 
we handled the proper and natural placement of such a class in the lattice by 
considering the inheritance relationship with the class(es) due to the operand(s). 
Moreover, we have shown how it is possible to maximize reusability when the 
class corresponding to the output from a query is a superclass of the operand(s). 
Reusability is maximized by considering the superclasses of the operand(s) to be 
the superclasses of the class which corresponds to the output of a query.
4. Method migration is also facilitated after defining the inverse project operation 
in terms of the nest^ the one-level-project and the project operations. Such an
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operation makes it possible to move a method from one class to another, e.g., 
from a class to any of its subclasses and vice versa. Thus, this operation helps to 
either extend or else shrink the behavior defined for objects of a given class.
5. Aggregate functions are supported with the result of such queries still having the 
characteristics of an operand. This, together with message expressions which 
handle both stored and derived values, leads to computational completeness 
without any need to have an embedded query language.
6. By handling the proper and natural placement of the class obtained as the result 
of a query, we have minimized the assignment of new identities to objects found 
in the result of a query. In other words, we have shown that a new class due to a 
query result could be placed in the class lattice obeying one of the following three 
cases; a subclass of the operand(s), a superclass of the operand(s) or a direct 
subclass of the root OBJECT class. New identities are assigned to the objects 
in the result of a query only for the case of having the corresponding class as a 
direct subclass of the root OBJECT class. On the other hand, when the result is 
a superclass of the operand(s), the same objects in the operand(s) are considered 
in the result. While for the case of having the result as a subclass of the operand, 
objects migrate from the operand pair to the result pair and still considered to 
be in the operand pair. This is so because a class includes objects in all of its 
subclasses in addition to the other objects added to the class itself.
7. As most recursive queries are linear and efficient processing strategies liave been 
developed to deal with recursive queries, we have shown how problems involving 
linear recursion could be handled using the described object algebra without 
any need for additional operators. A recursive query is considered to l)e a 
selection with one of the object variables appearing in the corresponding predicate 
expression being bound to objects in the result.
8. Schema evolution has been accepted as an important feature of an object-oriented 
data model. Consequently, we have shown how the basic schema evolution 
functions could be handled using the described object algebra.
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6.2 Further R esearch  D irection s
We believe that the research j)resentecl in this thesis forms the basis for further extensive 
research on the subject. Possible further research areas could be enumerated as follows:
• In this thesis, only linear recursion is considered. Although linear recursion covers 
most of the problems that involve recursion, an extension to general recursion may 
be interesting to handle many problems of Graph Theory.
• Query optimization based on equivalent object algebra expressions presented in 
section 4.8 could be done after representing an object algebra expression as a tree 
that has the following characteristics:
An object algebra expression is the inorder traversal of a binary tree with the 
following characteristics:
-  a leaf node is a pair <Tinstances(^)^ Me(e)> for some object algebra 
expression e.
-  a non-leaf node at level ¿>0 is an object algebra operator applicable to its 
child node(s) at level ¿+1.
-  a single child of a node is a left child.□
Such a binary tree helps in optimizing object algebra expressions.
• A user query language and its mapping into the object algebra could be anotlier 
area of research. For instance, an object SQL could be developed in the same 
sense as that developed for the ORION system. •
• An equivalent object calculus in the same sense as that done by Straube is another 
area of research. In the calculus of Straube, as it is the case with his equivalent 
algebra, the closure property is not considered. Developing an object calculus 
that maintains the closure property may be interesting.
• Implementing the described object algebra as a part of an existing object-oriented 
database system could be another area of research. Following this, aspects of 
query optimization at the physical level depending on the storage and indexing 
facilities of such a database system could be another possible area of research.
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